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Heritage, Diversity, and Belonging | Patrimoine, diversité et appartenance
Steven Mannell, Dalhousie University

Halifax’s statue of Edward Cornwallis is now gone, removed by the city in the January 2018, yet the dust of its
removal has not fully settled. Setting Cornwallis’ brutal policies towards the Mi’kmaq against arguments against
rewriting history and repudiating the city’s “true” heritage, the public debate elides the facts of the statue itself.
The bronze Cornwallis installed in 1931 (re)cast this previously ignored and slightly embarrassing 18th-century
colonizer as a “founding hero,” asserting the “Britishness” of Halifax at a time of immigration and cultural change.
A short walk from Cornwallis Square, the new Halifax Central Library generated similar public controversy. The old
Memorial Library, built in 1951 as a war memorial in a military town, was overcrowded and decaying, but also
well-beloved. Architects from Denmark were selected over a self-proclaimed “local architect,” and furnished an
aggressively modern building to a city that prides itself on its premodern character. Yet thousands lined up on
opening day in December 2014, marvelling at the inclusivity of the spaces, and the city’s love affair with the
library has continued unabated. Unlike the Cornwallis message of exclusion, the Library sets aside Halifax’s “tartan
tradition” in favour of an abstract expression open to adoption by people of many cultures and values.
Heritage studies teach us that heritage is not a static and pre-existing body of stuff and events; rather it results
from conscious choices and actions by later generations – processes of cultural selection. In our present age of
populism, notions of enduring “true” heritage are increasingly used to advance a return to older values of power
and exclusion in the face of an increasingly diverse and interconnected demography – the same goal as the
original Cornwallis statue. In the face of those who would use heritage as a tool of oppression, there is an urgent
role for heritage study to provide the fuller historic record and the critical analysis needed to enable progressive
cultural selection of the kind expressed in the Halifax Central Library. This year’s SEAC-SSAC conference is open as
always to the broadest range of studies of the built environment in Canada, including buildings, landscapes, and
infrastructure. Sessions may be historical or contemporary in scope. We also, however, offer this challenge to all
sessions and all presentations to consider: what is excluded from your discourses? What is included? What effects
might such cultural selections have on the creation of a future Canadian built heritage of diversity and belonging?
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Steven Mannell, Dalhousie University

La statue d’Edward Cornwallis est disparue du paysage d’Halifax, après que la ville l’ait retirée en janvier 2018,
mais pourtant la poussière de son retrait n’est pas complètement retombée. En opposant les politiques brutales
de Cornwallis envers les Mi’kmaq contre les arguments d’opposition à la réécriture de l’histoire et le rejet du
« véritable » héritage de la ville, le débat public omet les faits de la statue en soi. Installé en 1931, le bronze
présentait ce colonisateur du XVIIIe siècle, précédemment ignoré et quelque peu embarrassant, comme « héros
fondateur », mettant de l’avant l’identité britannique d’Halifax à une époque de changements culturels et
associés à l’immigration. À distance de marche de Cornwallis Square, la nouvelle bibliothèque centrale d’Halifax a
elle aussi généré une controverse publique. L’ancienne bibliothèque Memorial, construite en 1951 comme un
monument commémoratif de guerre au sein d’une ville militaire, était pleine à craquer et délabrée, quoique fort
appréciée. Des architectes danois ont été préférés à un soi-disant « architecte local », et ceux-ci ont offert un
édifice virulent de modernité à une ville qui tire sa fierté de son caractère prémoderne. Malgré cela, des milliers
de gens faisaient la file lors du jour d’ouverture en décembre 2014, s’éblouissant devant l’intégration des espaces,
et l’histoire d’amour entre la ville et la bibliothèque se poursuit. Contrairement au message d’exclusion de
Cornwallis, la bibliothèque met de côté la « tradition du tartan » d’Halifax pour la remplacer par une expression
abstraite capable d’être adoptée par des gens de toutes cultures et valeurs.
Les études patrimoniales nous enseignent que notre patrimoine n’est pas un corpus de choses et d’événements à
la fois fixe et préexistant; il est davantage le résultat de choix conscients et d’actions portées par les générations
suivantes – des procédés de sélection culturelle. Dans cet âge de populisme qui nous caractérise, les notions
persistantes de « véritable » héritage tendent progressivement à être utilisées pour promouvoir un retour aux
vieilles valeurs de pouvoir et d’exclusion face à une démographie de plus en plus diversifiée et interconnectée –
rappelant le but même de la statue originale de Cornwallis. Devant ceux qui souhaiteraient utiliser le patrimoine
comme un instrument d’oppression, l’étude du patrimoine est pressée de brosser un portrait historique le plus
complet qu’il soit, de même qu’à fournir l’analyse critique nécessaire pour procéder à la sélection culturelle
progressive de ce qui s’exprime à travers la bibliothèque centrale d’Halifax. Le congrès de la SÉAC-SSAC de cette
année s’intéresse, comme toujours, à un vaste éventail d’études sur l’environnement bâti au Canada, incluant des
bâtiments, des paysages et des infrastructures. Les séances peuvent porter sur des périodes historiques ou des
enjeux contemporains. Nous aimerions toutefois mettre au défi à la fois les séances et les présentations qui les
constitueront, en demandant : qu’est-ce qui est exclus de votre discours? Qu’est-ce qu’il renferme? Quels sont les
effets de la sélection culturelle sur la création d’un patrimoine bâti canadien du futur, portant les valeurs de
diversité et d’appartenance?
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Heritage, Diversity, and Belonging | Patrimoine, diversité et appartenance
Halifax NS, May 28-31, 2019 | Halifax N-É, 28-31 mai, 2019

Program | Programme
Tuesday May 28 | Mardi, 28 mai
5 pm | 17h

Tour | Visite: Halifax Central Library, Queen St & Spring Garden Rd

7pm | 19h

Reception | Réception: Cambridge Military Library, Queen St near/ près de Sackville St
Registration | Inscription; Prix Phyllis Lambert Prize; light refreshments | et refraîchissements

Wednesday May 29 | Mercedi 29 Mai
Emera IDEA Building, Sexton Campus, Dalhousie University, Morris St & Queen St
8:30

Registration | Inscription – coffee, tea, pastries | café, thé, viennoiseries

9:00

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
Canada and Global Architecture Pedagogy 1 | Le Canada et la pédagogie de l’architecture
mondiale 1
Chairs | Présidents: Christy Anderson and/ et Joseph Clarke, University of Toronto
• Canada and the World: Teaching Canadian Architecture in a Global Context, Christy
Anderson and Joseph Clarke, University of Toronto
• Increasing the Visibility of Canadian Architects on the WEB with Our Native Digital Learners,
Marie-Josée Therrien, OCAD University
• Getting ANTsy about Canadian Architectural History: A Pedagogical Experiment, Michael
Windover, Carleton University
Current Research | Recherches actuelles
Chair | Présidente: Josée Laplace, Université du Québec à Montréal
• Iron and Light: Vision, Design and the Don Jail, Anthony Hopkins, Glendon College
• Place Making for the Transfer of Culture, Catherine Dowling, Ryerson University
• Researching the Productive Archive: A Glance into Luc Laporte’s Paper Architecture, Emilie
Banville, Université du Québec à Montréal
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10:30

Break | Pause santé

11:00

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles

Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au Canada
45e Congrès annuel
Halifax, Nouvelle-Écosse, 28 au 31 mai, 2019

Canada and Global Architecture Pedagogy 2 | Le Canada et la pédagogie de l’architecture
mondiale 2
Chairs | Présidents: Christy Anderson and/ et Joseph Clarke, University of Toronto
• Framing Glass Culture in Victorian Canada through the Colonial Crystal Palaces, 1851-1860,
Stephanie Weber, Concordia University
• Educational Architecture in Edwardian Ontario, Emily Turner, City of Peterborough
• A Forgotten Figure: Milton S. Osborne and the History of Modern Architecture in Manitoba,
Jeffrey Thorsteinson, Parks Canada
La requalification du patrimoine : expériences d'appartenance | The Requalification of Heritage:
Experiences of Belonging
Chair | Président: Martin Drouin, Université du Québec à Montréal
• Situé: Arénas de l’autoroute 11 - Iroquois Falls, ON, Julie Vachon, Université Laurentienne
• The Architecture of Ethnic Enclaves: Global Immigration and the Built Environment,
Sampoorna Bhattacharya, Carleton University
12:30

Lunch (provided)| Repas (offert)

1:30 | 13:30

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
On Revitalization: Altering Canada's Urban Fabric Through Architectural Interventions |
Revitalisation : transformer le tissu urbain du Canada par des interventions architecturales
Chairs | Présidentes: Stephanie Mah, DTAH; and/ et Loryssa Quattrociocchi, Architectural
Conservancy of Ontario/ University of Oxford
• Holy Angels: The Revitalization of a 130 Year Old Community Institution Into an Arts and
Cultural Hub, Joe Lobko, DTAH
• Re: vitalization, Mitchel May, Giaimo
• Working With and Working Through: The Heritage Values of Demolition and Deconstruction
Sites - The Case of Honest Ed's, Alison Creba
• Landscaping the Contemporary City, Marie-Paule Macdonald, University of Waterloo
Transportation and travel infrastructure: mobility, heritage, and identity | Transport et
infrastructures du voyage: mobilité, patrimoine et identité
Chair | Président: Menno Hubregtse, University of Victoria
• Canada’s First Subway Line: Vitrolite and the TTC, Meredith Stewart, ASI Heritage
• Campgrounds as Travel Infrastructure, Tania Martin, Université Laval
• Replicate the Titanic! Brian Lilley, Dalhousie University
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3:00 | 15:00

Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au Canada
45e Congrès annuel
Halifax, Nouvelle-Écosse, 28 au 31 mai, 2019

Session | Séance
Transforming Heritage with Transit Architecture | Transformer le patrimoine par l'architecture
du transport
Chair | Président: Charlie Hoang and/ et Ana-Francisca de la Mora, IBI Group
• Architectural Signature and Trends: Defining Transit, Charlie Hoang and Jennifer Ujimoto, IBI
Group
• Vancouver’s YVR: A Model for Place-themed Air Terminal Designs, Menno Hubregtse,
University of Victoria
• Creating Legacy with Transit Architecture: Lessons Learned for Design, Ana-Francisca de la
Mora, IBI Group
• Halifax Transit’s Wrights Cove Terminal: Building a Legacy of Customer Service and Inclusive
Design, Erin Blay, Halifax Transit

Halifax Convention Centre, Argyle St & Sackville St
5:30 | 17:30

NSAA Reception | Réception NSAA
separate ticket & registration through NSAA | Billet séparé et inscription via la NSAA

7:00 | 19:00

Keynote | Conférencier: Halifax Convention Centre, Argyle St & Sackville St
“Indigenuity,” Alfred Waugh, Formline Architecture, Vancouver BC
With NSAA Spring Forum | avec forum du printemps de la NSAA

9:00 | 21:00

Pub Night | Soirée au pub: The Stubborn Goat, 1579 Grafton St, upstairs

Thursday May 30 | Jeudi, 30 mai
Halifax Convention Centre, Argyle St & Sackville St
8:30

Registration | Inscription – coffee, tea, pastries | café, thé, viennoiseries

9:00

Pjila’si | Welcome | Bienvenue: Elder Albert Marshall, Eskasoni

9:30

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
On Current Indigenous Architecture and Planning: Institutional | Architecture contemporaine et
urbanisme autochtone : institutionnel
Chair | Président: Daniel Millette
▪ How We Work Together: The Restoration of Indigenous Presence, Calvin Brook, Brook
McIlroy Architects
▪ Indigenous Design Tenets and Related Knowledge through Space and Time, Daniel Millette
▪ Design Collaborations: On Listening and Learning, Richard Kroeker and Albert Marshall
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Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au Canada
45e Congrès annuel
Halifax, Nouvelle-Écosse, 28 au 31 mai, 2019

Religious Architecture in Canada 1 | L’architecture religieuse au Canada 1
Chair | Président: Malcolm Thurlby, York University
• Recalling the Homeland: Constructing Irish Identity through the Stained Glass Windows of
the Basilica-Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, St. John’s, Newfoundland, Megan Kimber
Donoghue-Stanford, York University
• Identifying Trends Towards Early Amphitheatre Plan Churches in Quebec, Natalie Anderson
Rathwell, York University
• How on Earth is our Round Church Palladian? Emanuel Jannasch, Dalhousie University
11:30

Reception with NSAA members | Réception avec membres de la NSAA

12:00

Annual General Meeting | Assemblée générale annuelle – Lunch provided| Repas offert

1:30 | 13:30

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
Théorie et pratique architecturale dans la seconde moitié du 20e siècle | Architecture Theory
and Practice in the late 20th Century
Chair | Président: Nicolas Miquelon, Parcs Canada
• La conception de bâtiments voués à la recherche scientifique par le gouvernement fédéral
au cours des années 1960 et 1970, Christine Boucher, Parcs Canada
• Adventures in Architectural History: The NSAA's Newest Publication Project, Aleen Leigh
Stanton, Nova Scotia Association of Architects
• Habitat and Dwelling as Continual Practice: Designing Resilience at Mau Dan Gardens Cooperative Housing (1979), Vancouver, Jenni Pace, University of British Colombia
Labour Histories and the Built Environment | Histoires du travail et environnement bâti
Chair | Présidente: Jessica Mace, Université du Québec à Montréal
• End of the Road? Mapping the Labour Histories of General Motors in Oshawa, Ontario,
Austin Henderson, Concordia University
• Park Prisoners: Racial Capitalism and the Making of British Columbia’s E.C. Manning
Provincial Park, Desiree Valadares, University of California at Berkeley
• Building Self-Reliance in Newfoundland’s Forest Industry, Dustin Valen, McGill University

3:00 | 15:00

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
Women and Architecture | Les femmes et l’architecture
Chair | Présidente: Tanya Southcott, McGill Universiy
• The Elizabeths: Gender, Modernism, and Winnipeg’s Built Environment, 1945-1970, Marieke
Gruwel, Concordia University
• “Architect Defends Auto-Age”: Blanche Lemco van Ginkel and Designing (with) the
Automobile, Ipek Mehmetoglu, McGill University
• Well Kept Secrets: Women of Tompkinsville’s Housing Cooperative, Sarah Bonnemaison,
Dalhousie University
• Reading Against the Grain: Women and Architecture in Phyllis Lambert’s Greystone
Photographs, Tanya Southcott, McGill University
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Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au Canada
45e Congrès annuel
Halifax, Nouvelle-Écosse, 28 au 31 mai, 2019

Reconsidering stories at National Historic Sites and other heritage places | Ré-examiner les
récits aux Lieux historiques nationaux et autres endroits historiques
Chair | Présidente: Alexandra Mosquin, Parks Canada
• Layers of History: A Study on Conserving Old Buildings and Creating New Places, Amanda
Parkinson, University of Waterloo
• Living History Sites: Dead or Alive, Joan Coutu, University of Waterloo
• De l’histoire du fort à celle de la canalisation : regard sur les transformations patrimoniales
du LHN de Côteau-du-Lac, Martin Drouin, Université du Québec à Montréal
5:00 | 17:00

Building Equity in Architecture Atlantic: Reception and film | reception et film
separate ticket and registration through NSAA | billet séparée et inscription via NSAA

7:00 | 19:00

“The Color Purple” – Neptune Theatre, 1593 Argyle St
Presented by the 1588 Barrington Society | Présenté par la Société 1588 Barrington
separate ticket through 1588 Barrington Society | Billets séparés via la Société 1588 Barrington

Friday May 31 | Vendredi, 31 mai
Emera IDEA Building, Sexton Campus, Dalhousie University, Morris St & Queen St
8:30

Registration | Inscription – coffee, tea, pastries | café, thé, viennoiseries

9:00

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles
Religious Architecture in Canada 2 | L’architecture religieuse au Canada 2
Chair | Président: Malcolm Thurlby, York University
• Georges-Emile Tanguay and the Romanesque Revival in Quebec Church Architecture, Marc
Grignon, Université Laval
• Exploring the Formal Typologies of the Churches Constructed by Victor Bourgeau, Architect
of the Montréal Diocese from1850 to 1888, Luc Noppen, Université du Québec à Montréal
• William Thomas and the Inspirations behind St. Michael’s Cathedral, Toronto, Ont., Linette
Jackman
Photographic narrative and counter-narrative in architectural histories 1 | Le récit et le contrerécit photographiques dans les histoires architecturales 1
Chairs | Présidents: Ben Peterson, Concordia University; and /et Tanya Southcott, McGill
University
• “The World Around Us”: Photography and the Humanistic Theology of the Christian Pavilion
at Expo 67, Nicola Pezolet, Concordia University
• Dispossession: Fighting the Dispossession in Architectural History, Daniel F. Effah, Carleton
University
• L’expérience photographique de l’architecte : Apprendre et penser l’environnement bâti,
Élène Levasseur, Université de Montréal
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10:30

Break | Pause santé

11:00

Parallel Sessions | Séances parallèles

Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au Canada
45e Congrès annuel
Halifax, Nouvelle-Écosse, 28 au 31 mai, 2019

Religious Architecture in Canada 2 | L’architecture religieuse au Canada 2
Chair | Président: Malcolm Thurlby, York University
• St. James, Toronto: The Evolution of a Cathedral 1807-1853, Deborah Alcide, York University/
Humber College
• Building Bahá’í: The Canadian Connection, Jamie S. Scott, York University
Photographic narrative and counter-narrative in architectural histories 1 | Le récit et le contrerécit photographiques dans les histoires architecturales 1
Chairs | Présidents: Ben Peterson, Concordia University; and /et Tanya Southcott, McGill
University
• Architecture, Photography, Nation-Building and the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878, Peter
Coffman, Carleton University
• Ready-Made Farms Through the Lens of Reconciliation: The Photo Archive of the William
Pearson Co., or, What I Found on the North Quarter Section, Bernard Flaman, Public Works
and Procurement Canada
• Imagine the Dump: Photographic Perspective and the Creation of New Narrative Space in
Saint John, New Brunswick, Benjamin Peterson, Concordia University
12:30

Lunch on own| Repas libre

2:30 | 14:30

Bus Tour/ Visite en autobus:
Meet at/ Rendez-vous à Emera IDEA Building, Morris St & Queen St

6:00 |18:00

Banquet: The Shore Club, 250 Shore Club Rd, Hubbards NS
Mussel bar and traditional Nova Scotia lobster supper (chicken and vegetarian options), at an
oceanside Nova Scotia landmark in operation since the 1930s. | Moules et souper néo-écossais
traditionnel au homard (options poulet et végétariennes disponibles), dans un lieu emblématique
du littoral de la Nouvelle-Écosse, en opération depuis les années 1930.
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National
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Policy

Women in
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Reconsidering
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Tour: Halifax Central
Library
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Labour
Histories
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12:30

NSAA Reception (separate
ticket)

6:00
Dinner on own

7:00

7:00
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BANQUET: Shore Club,
Hubbards

Keynote Lecture "Indigenuity" - Alfred Waugh

"The Color Purple" at Neptune Theatre 1588 Barrington Society Event (separate
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8:30

8:30

9:00

9:00
SSAC Pub Night - Stubborn
Goat

Return to Halifax - bus
departs at 9 pm
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15:00
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15:30
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et
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14:15 à l'IDEA Building, départ
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Session | Séance
Canada and Global Architecture Pedagogy | Le Canada et la pédagogie de l'architecture mondiale
Chairs | Présidents: Christy Anderson and/ et Joseph Clarke, University of Toronto
This session examines the pedagogical challenges of teaching the
history of architecture in Canada in view of the contemporary
imperative toward global frameworks. Too often the arc of
history in Canada is seen through simplistic analogies with other
countries and places. Yet the diversity of buildings and traditions
resists the adoption of a historical narrative based on the United
States or Europe. This leaves a fundamental question: what is
unique and distinctive in the architectural history of Canada?
The movement towards global pedagogy offers an
opportunity to re-examine how the broader history of Canadian
architecture is presented. At the same time, the very definition of
“global history” is contested. Canada—whose history has often
been told in terms of its peripheral location in British and French
empires, and its “edge condition” in relation to the United
States—might for this reason serve as a pedagogically effective
case study for “decentring” the larger history of architecture.
In what ways do the methods of global history enable
us to re-examine key buildings, cities, and landscapes in Canada?
How do the major themes of Canadian history—such as
settlement and multiculturalism, environment and the mediation
of distance, modernization and the persistence of the indigenous,
and the ongoing quest to articulate national identity—provide an
especially effective prism to refract wider themes in global
architectural history? And what specific challenges are involved in
addressing these questions in undergraduate teaching? The
session welcomes papers on both the history of architectural
history pedagogy as well as current teaching approaches.

référence mondiaux. Trop souvent la trajectoire historique du
Canada est appréhendée à travers de simples analogies avec
d'autres pays et endroits. Parallèlement, la diversité des édifices
et des traditions résiste à l'adoption d'un récit historique prenant
pour appui les États-Unis ou l'Europe. Cela pose une question
fondamentale : qu'est-ce qui est distinctif ou unique dans
l'histoire de l'architecture au Canada ?
Le courant de la pédagogie « globale » offre une
occasion de réexaminer comment est présentée l’histoire de
l'architecture au Canada dans son ensemble. En même temps, la
définition même d'une « histoire mondiale » est remise en
question. Le Canada, dont l'histoire a souvent été racontée en
fonction de ses ramifications périphériques avec les empires
britanniques ou français, et de sa position frontalière avec les
États-Unis, serait, pour cette raison, un cas de pédagogie fort
efficace afin de « décentrer » l'histoire plus vaste de
l'architecture.
En quoi les méthodes de l'histoire mondiale nous
permettent-elles de réexaminer les bâtiments, les villes et les
paysages du Canada ? Comment les thèmes majeurs de l'histoire
canadienne – comme la colonisation et le multiculturalisme,
l'environnement et la prise en compte des distances, la
modernisation et la persistance de l’autochtonie, ainsi que la
quête sans fin d’articulation de l'identité nationale – forment-ils
un prisme particulièrement efficace pour réfracter ces thèmes
plus larges au sein de l'histoire mondiale de l'architecture ? Quels
défis spécifiques sont mis en lumière lorsque ces questions sont
exposées dans le cadre de l’enseignement au premier cycle
universitaire ? Cette séance accueille des communications se
penchant sur l'histoire de la pédagogie de l'histoire de
l'architecture, tout autant que sur les approches courantes en
enseignement.

Cette séance se penche sur les défis pédagogiques posés par
l'enseignement de l'histoire de l'architecture au Canada face à
l'impératif contemporain de s’inscrire dans des cadres de

Canada and the World: Teaching Canadian Architecture in a Global Context
Christy Anderson and Joseph Clarke, University of Toronto
Increasing the Visibility of Canadian Architects on the WEB with Our Native Digital Learners
Marie-Josée Therrien, OCAD University
In the recent years I designed a course for OCAD University, that focuses on the history of architecture in Canada since the second half
of the 19th century: Architecture in Canada, Past and Present. At the beginning of each new version, I begin with the Land
Acknowledgement of the First Nations groups who are the original owners and custodian of the lands where my class in taking place. I
follow by an explanation of the significance of such a statement and made explicit my position of thinking. I then start the first lecture
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with a survey of the long houses of the different First Nations societies of the West Coast and bring them to see the transformations
resulting from the contact with European settlers and how the original examples (supplemented by archeological evidences) are
influencing current Native and non-Native architects. As the author of history of Canadian embassies (Au-delà des frontières,
L’architecture des ambassades Canadiennes, Université Laval 2005), I had to delve into this “obsessive” question of a distinct Canadian
architecture. My investigation of the subject matter led me at the time (almost 15 years ago) to a rather inconclusive explanation: there
is not such a thing as Canadian Architecture. I have also observed that this is a concern mostly expressed in the Anglo-Canadian
historiography and that it continues to resurface every so and then. But what if we were to ask the question differently? Focussing on
making our Canadian architects known to the world rather the searching for a national distinctiveness. This can be done with the help
of our generation of native digital learners. The proposed communication will present the result of a group assignment whose aim is to
increase the visibility of lesser-known Canadian architects (priority given to First Nations and women) on the WEB so that they can be
part of a Global Architectural History. This Wiki project, inspired by similar collaborative projects on Canadian women artists, is still a
work-in-progress. This presentation will uncover the process that led to creation of the wiki pages. It will address the motivation behind
the choice of the architects, detail the steps and the collaborators involved in the planning of the assignment and present a few
examples of the student works.

Getting ANTsy about Canadian Architectural History: A Pedagogical Experiment
Michael Windover, Carleton University
Inspired by this session’s theme and recent work in architecture and design studies that employ Actor-Network Theory (ANT), this
paper explores the pedagogical possibilities of ANT in globalizing the history of architecture in Canada. A building, from an ANT
perspective, is a social thing, and as such the result (and ongoing process) of a series of human and non-human events and/or
relationships. One difficulty of applying ANT methodology in architectural history is trying to follow the dizzying number of the actors
involved in buildings. Yet, the benefits of attempting this methodology in a class assignment could help students and instructors rethink
the social life of buildings. ANT could help expose unconsidered connections between material, places, people, groups, etc. in the
process of place-making. As a result, a determinedly local case study could reveal a much broader, global network of effects than would
be normally assumed. Conversely, it could reveal intensely local conditions and ways of conceiving, perceiving, and being. Would this
type of approach help the study of architecture in Canada, or, in its insistence on “following the actors” and flattening out traditional
hierarchies, simply destabilize the meanings of architecture for students? Should we get ANTsy about Canadian architecture?

Framing Glass Culture in Victorian Canada through the Colonial Crystal Palaces, 1851-1860
Stephanie Weber, Concordia University
This paper considers the Canadian exhibition buildings built in the image and spirit of Joseph Paxton’s 1851 Crystal Palace. Built for the
regional and provincial fairs that proliferated throughout Canada during the second half of the 19th century, the structures were
intended to house artifacts that demonstrated examples of technologies of art and industry throughout the country. While international
exhibitions gave Canada an opportunity to insert itself into the global “metanarrative” and articulate its success and nationhood, the
regional and provincial exhibitions put on in Canadian cities often seemed the “poor colonial cousins” of their grander European
counterparts . These glittering centrepieces, smaller than the original and made of timber and brick as well as glass and iron, housed
regionally adapted technologies rather than globally-recognized inventions, but still held a significant place in Canadian social and
economic history. The “palaces” were intended to put Canada on display as both nation and colony. Their glass exteriors function as a
useful metaphor by which to understand historical visitors’ act of “looking” at the exhibitions that aimed to articulate modernity. This
paper examines glass in Victorian Canada, and its role as window pane, mirror, camera lens, and glaze; thus, as medium through which
objects are seen and framed. I also consider the ways Canadian identity was negotiated through and under British colonial interest.

Educational Architecture in Edwardian Ontario
Emily Turner, City of Peterborough
With the growth of towns and cities across Ontario at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, there was
a need for an increase in educational facilities. Throughout the province, new schools were being constructed to meet the needs of
growing communities and the education of children. While school architecture responded to the practice need for instructional space,
it also served another purpose, namely the formation of the rising generation through the instruction of values and morals, both in the
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classroom and through the built environment. This paper will examine the development of educational architecture in Ontario in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and discuss how architecture was used as a tool for societal formation. Focussing
specifically on the policies regarding architecture developing by Ontario’s Ministry of Education during this period, it will discuss how
policy makers and educators viewed architecture and the ways in which they hoped that it could be used to shape the value system of
the children who attended Ontario’s school. It will also examine the relationship between this policy and the City Beautiful movement
which aimed to use civic architecture, including educational facilities, to assist in the development of civic society.

A Forgotten Figure: Milton S. Osborne and the History of Modern Architecture in Manitoba
Jeffrey Thorsteinson, Parks Canada
A number of significant modern architects graduated from the University of Manitoba's architecture program prior to 1946, among
them Harry Seidler, John C. Parkin, Douglas C. Simpson, Harold Semmens, James Donahue, Ernest Smith, and Dennis Carter. Study of
the program's receptivity to Modernism has rightly foregrounded the post-war period and the school's director during this period, John
A. Russell. However, a lack of attention to the years prior to Russell’s time as department head has obscured other figures of
significance. Among these are Milton S. Osborne, who lead the Manitoba school as of 1929 and left to lead the architecture program at
Pennsylvania State University in 1946. Osborne was an important figure in the discussion of modern architecture on the Canadian
Prairies. Though not a fervent adherent of architectural modernism, Osborne's intense interest and discussion thereof put him at the
forefront of the Canadian analysis of this approach, alongside such figures as Eric Arthur. Osborne’s significance is related to his intense
efforts at public engagement and education, in particular by means of Manitoba's government-owned radio broadcaster, CKY. This
presentation will address Osborne's engagement with modern architecture, his architectural historical writing on Manitoba, his interest
in local vernacular traditions, his founding of Canada's first interior decorating program, and his fostering of the program's connection
to American schools of architecture.

Session | Séance
Current Research | Recherches actuelles
Chair | Présidente: Josée Laplace, Université du Québec à Montréal
This session invites papers concerning any aspect of the built
environment in Canada that do not fit into one of the
proposed thematic sessions.

Cet atelier accueillera les communications qui traitent de
l’environnement bâti au Canada mais ne correspondent pas
aux thématiques proposées dans le cadre des autres ateliers.

Iron and Light: Vision, Design and the Don Jail
Anthony Hopkins, Glendon College
At the physical centre of the ground floor is a semi-circle of translucent glass. When the Don Jail was designed (1857) and opened
(1864), the first great century of architectural glass flourished. The Don’s large windows and roof lanthorns were Canadian examples of
the vast glass expanses of greenhouses, cavernous railway stations, and the Crystal Palace. But the Don floor was the only glass you
could walk on. It may well have been unique in 19th century Canada; it might be unique in 19th century glass flooring. Glass for floor use
was likely available before 1848. Charles Dickens (!) mentions the use of glass in factory flooring. But surviving 19th century glass
flooring, exclusively rectangular, comes almost totally from 1870 and later. The Victorian was also a great iron age. The flexibility of cast
iron appears throughout the Don: massive fans of iron bars, elegant railings and pierced stair treads. And there are snakes and two
kinds of dragon, parts of a long list of decoration lavished on utilitarian elements. The unusual floor, the unusual decoration, invite
attention to other unusual features. For the Don these comprise major portions of the building not found in conventional radial prisons.
One kind of cellblock incorporates American innovations. In addition to Day Rooms, the architect William Thomas called for numerous
classrooms and workrooms, and a separate debtors’ section. The Don presents a comprehensive vision – symbolized by dragons and
glass - that outstrips replication.
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Place Making for the Transfer of Culture
Catherine Dowling, Ryerson University
Interior architecture is a compelling vehicle for the communication and transference of culture, grounded in design thinking and
warranting the continued research of environments and their ability to serve as a tacit tool. The places we create can communicate,
support, envelope and inspire the shared ideas of a people, enabling the language of design to embody and realize culture as physical
knowledge and experience. This presentation shares student outcomes from a design studio focused on cultural -identity, communication, and -sustainability, using theories of global migration, research, process and experiential exercises to inspire intrinsic
cultural relationships between geography, material culture, social ritual and interior space. Students conduct research in the form of
making, case studies, site visits and course readings to support their choice of culture, concept, program and design for a place of
cultural transference for Canada’s aging population, situated in a heritage building in Ottawa, Canada. This studio aligns the instructor’s
research into the relationship between design and cultural transference and the impact of making on the processes of critical thinking,
learning, and cultural design literacy. Learning models supporting the connection of mind and body (kinesthetic creation) will be
presented as theoretical foundation and framework for independent student research. Studio making circles (with clay) support studio
discussions of ideas, rituals and social practices to redefine culture beyond ethnicity and historical preconceptions for further individual
exploration of issues of relevance such as identity, belonging, inhabitation and human connection to interior space, material culture,
art, communication, technology, geography, politics and sustainability.

Researching the Productive Archive: A Glance into Luc Laporte’s Paper Architecture
Emilie Banville, Université du Québec à Montréal
This paper proposal draws on a recent research-action project led into the archives of Montreal based architect Luc Laporte (19422012) as part of my graduate studies in Museology (under the supervision of Jennifer Carter). Reflecting on the potential of archived
drawings for the critical analysis and (re)interpretation of architectural works, this case study reveals the genesis and thoughts behind a
project that was never built. It demonstrates how to turn an architectural project into a proper, showable “museum object” based on
the documents and traces preserved, as well as the transformation of a passive archive into a “productive archive.” Acting as a
narrative of conceptual processes, the notion of “archive” here refers to the “document” itself as well as to the general “concept” of
architecture’s global drawn heritage. However, the archive is not limited to drawings and plans: it exists under a variety of forms and
mediums (3D models, sketches, photos, personal notebooks, letters, etc.) that make it a rich and unique instrument for academic –
theoretical and historical – research. We believe that the architectural archive, considered a whole, houses a latent discursive potential
for knowledge production and opens up new paths for historiographic and epistemological reviews and renewals. This monographic
study sets the tone for a broader exploration of research and design practices embedded in the archive, thus shaping the curatorial
field of architecture. It also questions the ethics related to the position of (institutional) power (Derrida 1995) inevitably held by the
researcher who performs a “cultural selection” and gets to define the outline of architecture’s memory repository.

Session | Séance
La requalification du patrimoine : expériences d'appartenance | The Requalification of Heritage:
Experiences of Belonging
Chair | Président: Martin Drouin, Université du Québec à Montréal
Les dangers menaçant un bâtiment ou un site sont souvent
l’occasion de révéler l’attachement d’une collectivité. Les nombreux
combats pour le patrimoine qui se sont succédés au cours des
cinquante dernières années l’ont démontré éloquemment. Ils ont
souvent permis, dans le cadre d’une campagne de sauvegarde par
exemple, de faire naître des communautés d’appartenance. Une
nouvelle manière de faire le patrimoine a ainsi émergé inscrivant le
citoyen au cœur du projet de sauvegarde.
Cet atelier souhaite convoquer différentes façons
d’approcher cette question de l’appartenance dans les projets de

requalification du patrimoine. Les communications peuvent présenter
des réflexions théoriques ou pratiques ainsi que des cas particuliers,
qu’ils soient historiques ou actuels. L’objectif est d’alimenter une
histoire de la requalification du patrimoine au Canada.
The risks that are facing a building or a site are often an
opportunity to reveal the attachment to a community. The
successive struggles for heritage over the last fifty years showed
it eloquently. They often allowed, for example in the context of a
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protection campaign, to see the emergence of communities. A
new way to conduct heritage business has therefore emerged,
placing the citizen at the heart of a safeguard project.
This session proposes to bring forth various ways to
approach the idea of “belonging” in heritage requalification

projects. Papers can present reflections, either through theory or
practice, and case studies, either historical or current. The
objective is to feed a history of heritage requalification in Canada.

Situé: Arénas de l’autoroute 11 - Iroquois Falls, ON
Julie Vachon, Université Laurentienne
Sur notre territoire canadien, certains lieux, et indirectement bâtiments, semblent mériter et recevoir, politiquement et
architecturalement, plus de respect au détriment d’autres, sinon autant méritoires. Les arénas communautaires revêtent une
importance capitale et représentent le bâtiment le plus utilisé par la communauté locale dans les petites communautés du nord-est
ontarien mais souffrent de ce manque de mérite respectueux. Ces bâtiments du patrimoine local sont présentement en grand besoin
d’entretien, réparations et améliorations donc mon projet reconcevra une aréna existante. Par contre, en raison des contraintes de
l’économie locale et du très petit bassin de taxes municipales dans le nord, les nouveaux bâtiments civiques requièrent souvent accès à
de l’aide des autres paliers gouvernementaux et cela équivaut souvent à une réplique d’un modèle comprenant une structure en acier
préfabriqué conçu dans le sud de la province afin d’obtenir le coût le plus bas possible. En gros, la notion d’identité, de mémoire
collective, de régionalisme et même de développement durable dans tous ses aspects est ignorée. Ce projet va court-circuiter l’option
d’un nouvel aréna selon les normes que permet le financement gouvernemental afin de considérer et incorporer ces notions si
importantes; une requalification du patrimoine. La question du lieu en toute sa grandeur se doit d’être explorée car ce simple concept
déterminera une méthodologie, des justifications et un design reflétant le style et les intérêts locaux, avec des ressources locales, pour
l’économie locale. Alors, comment l’architecture peut-elle amplifier l’identité locale du nord aux arénas communautaires existants par
la transformation tout en conservant la mémoire collective déjà présente? Après avoir visité les treize arénas entre Temagami et
Hearst, Iroquois Falls a été choisi comme lieu pour tester la question de recherche avec l’aide d’une rénovation extensive.1
1.

Le projet se rattache à la recherche développé pour une thèse de maîtrise à l’école d’architecture McEwen de l’Université Laurentienne
(Sudbury, Ontario), intitulée SITUÉ: Arénas de l’autoroute 11.

The Architecture of Ethnic Enclaves: Global Immigration and the Built Environment
Sampoorna Bhattacharya, Carleton University
Global immigration is both a historical and ever-increasing phenomenon, resulting in multicultural cities and unexpected experiences
such as new languages and beloved cuisines. Its impact is perhaps most strikingly witnessed in the built environment through ethnic
enclaves. My research examines the forces leading to the formation of ethnic enclaves around the world, specifically in Canada, and
their impact on society, drawing from local neighbourhoods of Chinatown and Little Italy in Ottawa. Looking back to the history of these
enclaves, narratives of separation, segregation and in many cases, in different strengths, racism present themselves. Today, the
perceptions of ethnic enclaves range from unknown, poor, underfunded and exotic to educational, vibrant and eclectic. Within ethnic
enclaves around the world, tensions exist between organic and planned methods of development and growth. Ethnic enclaves fall prey
to theming and branding for the purpose of attracting tourists and consumers. The celebrated falsification showcases an exoticized and
visually stimulating past, instead of present conditions of the mother country. In turn, cultural appropriation and inauthenticity are
encouraged in the fight for survival and protection of ethnic enclaves. How can ethnic enclaves escape the cycle and adapt to future
needs of communities organically? The architectural experience imposed by Ottawa’s Chinatown and Little Italy is multisensory,
comprising of both the tangible and intangible. Both neighbourhoods reflect immensely distinct immigration histories and a variation of
cultures, and in both neighbourhoods, the subtle tensions between authentic community spirit and themed planning are present.
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Session | Séance
On Revitalization: Altering Canada's Urban Fabric Through Architectural Interventions |
Revitalisation : transformer le tissu urbain du Canada par des interventions architecturales
Chairs | Présidentes: Stephanie Mah, DTAH; and/ et Loryssa Quattrociocchi, Architectural Conservancy
of Ontario/ University of Oxford
The concept of revitalization can hold various meanings over time
and at different scales, but it ultimately implies bringing new life to
existing things. When applied to the built environment,
revitalization can be seen through the architectural adaptive reuse
of buildings, or it can be applied to the design and planning of entire
established neighbourhoods and districts. There have been several
waves of revitalization throughout Canadian history, such as the
City Beautiful and Garden City movements of the late-19th and
early-20th century that resulted in The Model City of Mont Royal in
Montreal, and postwar urban renewal in the 1950s-1970s that
altered entire communities, such as Hogan’s Alley in Vancouver and
Alexandra Park in Toronto. There has also been the contemporary
adaptive reuse of buildings, such as the Evergreen Brick Works in
Toronto and Bleak House Museum in Fogo Island, all of which are
examples of revitalization projects that impact the architectural and
cultural narrative of Canada’s urban fabric. As our cities and
communities continue to grow while existing infrastructure ages,
this session aims to explore how revitalization has influenced our
built landscape over time. To that end, we invite papers that
address the questions: How do we determine when something
needs to be revitalized and who determines this? What aspects get
revitalized and why? What exactly do these projects aim to achieve
and are they actually successful? How do past revitalization projects
age and how is this aging addressed in the future?

ultimement de redonner vie aux choses existantes. Lorsqu'elle
s'applique à l'environnement bâti, la revitalisation peut être
envisagée comme la réutilisation architecturale de bâtiments, mais
peut aussi s'appliquer à la conception et à la planification de
voisinages entiers et de quartiers bien établis. Il y a eu plusieurs
vagues de revitalisation à travers l'histoire canadienne, comme en
témoignent les mouvements de la City Beautiful et de la Cité jardin
de la fin 19e et du début du 20e siècle, qui ont mené à la Cité-Modèle
de Mont-Royal, à Montréal, et à la réhabilitation urbaine d'aprèsguerre, des années 1950 aux années 1970, qui a transformé des
communautés entières, comme Hogan's Alley, à Vancouver, et
Alexandra Park, à Toronto. Il y a aussi eu la conversion
contemporaine de bâtiments comme le Evergreen Brick Works
situé à Toronto et le Bleak house Museum, à Fogo Island, qui
s'illustrent en tant qu’exemples de projets de revitalisation qui ont
eu une incidence sur le récit architectural et culturel du tissu urbain
au Canada. Tandis que nos villes et communautés continuent de
prendre de l'expansion et que les infrastructures prennent de l'âge,
cette séance entend explorer comment la revitalisation a influencé
notre paysage bâti au fil du temps. À cette fin, nous encourageons
les communications qui abordent les questions suivantes :
comment décider que quelque chose a besoin d'être revitalisé et
qui est chargé de le faire ? Qu’est-ce qu’on revitalise et pourquoi ?
Qu'est-ce que ces projets cherchent exactement à accomplir et le
réussissent-ils ? Comment les projets de revitalisation du passé
vieillissent-ils et comment ce vieillissement sera-t-il pris en compte
dans le futur?

Le concept de revitalisation peut revêtir différentes significations à
travers le temps et à différentes échelles, mais il implique

Holy Angels: The Revitalization of a 130 Year Old Community Institution Into an Arts and Cultural Hub
Joe Lobko, DTAH
Holy Angels Convent was opened in 1885 by the Sisters of Notre Dame Congregation, and until its closure in 2011 it played a significant
role in education, arts, and culture in Sydney, Nova Scotia. Over the last 130 years, the landmark structure has gone through various
architectural transformations from over-cladding to re-characterization that were influenced by community needs and ultimately
impacted the surrounding area. In 2013, Holy Angels was purchased by New Dawn, the oldest economic development organization in
Canada, with the desire to preserve the historic building and revitalize it into a centre that could host the Island’s growing innovation
community while continuing to support the deep-rooted tradition of arts and culture. The new community hub, designed by DTAH with
Trifos as Architects of Record, is currently under construction and once completed in Fall 2019 the former Holy Angels Convent will be
transformed into a vibrant home for a number of local organizations and artists. This presentation will analyse how the heritage and
narrative of Holy Angels has developed over time in relation to the evolving architecture, and how heritage is being conserved
through ideals and characteristics, as opposed to solely tangible features and physical preservation. It will also explore how the historic
building is being revitalized with curated program accommodations to support the ongoing economic and cultural renewal of Sydney,
while analysing the growing phenomena of the “community hub” as a building typology being rediscovered and reinvented across
Canada in association to places of heritage.
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Re: vitalization
Mitchel May, Giaimo
Once built, a building never remains in stasis – the context, function and systems of the building are continually evolving, decaying,
being replaced, and being made redundant. When a tenant moves out, changes to garbage collection are made, or a boiler room is no
longer needed; how do these mundane changes evolve into architectural opportunities? Looking through the lens, we will examine
three architectural heritage projects: A 1920’s office building with shrinking floor plates subdivided into tiny workspaces; a former retail
warehouse and retail space with redundant mechanical systems and oversized spaces, and the urban laneway that links the two
buildings, used for little more than garbage collection; Each of these projects use the rich base of initial construction, eventual decay or
obsolescence, and changing context as their materials, offering completely new opportunities to add vitality to the city. These
architectural interventions on these three sites lay the groundwork for increasingly vital buildings, streets, and city.

Working With and Working Through: The Heritage Values of Demolition and Deconstruction Sites The Case of Honest Ed's
Alison Creba
Looking at the case of Honest Ed’s and Mirvish Village in downtown Toronto - a development project involving multiple modes of
conservation including: demolition, deconstruction, rehabilitation, building relocation, new construction and the reuse of salvaged
materials - this presentation proposes engaging with of processes of demolition and deconstruction as an Architectural Intervention
which has the capacity to not only address and expose dissonant and unseen values, but to also develop a nuanced approach to
sustainable heritage conservation. Critically exploring the theme On Revitalization: Altering Canada’s Urban Fabric Through
Architectural Intervention , this presentation will demonstrate how a ‘follow-the-thing’ methodology - an approach developed by the
cultural geographer Nicky Gregson (Gregson et al, 2009) - can begin to reveal a dynamic portrait of the site’s multiple legacies.
Recognizing that materials are not lost, but instead move through and are determined by various physical, spatial, and cultural
conditions, I will demonstrate how engaging with the choreography of demolition and deconstruction may deepen our understandings
of relations notions of ownership, responsibility and stewardship. Finally, in opening up new ways of thinking, understanding and
evaluating heritage value, I will suggest that these modes of engagement constitute a form of conservation that simultaneously
acknowledges the difficult heritage of demolition and deconstruction, while also commemorating the site’s ongoing transformation.

Landscaping the Contemporary City
Marie-Paule Macdonald, University of Waterloo
A time of intensive urban development of the existing might characterize the landscapes of many Canadian cities recently. In Toronto,
after a wave of new tall buildings downtown, along the waterfront, along infrastructure such as the Gardiner, and at infrastructural
nodes, some key mid-city sites have been selected for masterplanning, aiming to reach much higher densities. At the Bloor and Dundas
intersection for example, new towers sprouting from an immense commercial landscaped podium in a recent proposal. New urban
designs upend conventional reference points and landmarks of traditional Toronto landscapes. Previously clusters of high school and
educational edifices structured and anchored urban zones. The recent high-density Bloor-Dundas scheme removes and relocates an
existing high school. This prompts such questions as, is a school too small or insignificant in scale? –or is the demand for a schoolyard
landscape that causes the school programme to be moved or removed. In the Junction corridor what might be considered a major
cultural institution has opened at the base of an existing, rehabilitated automotive tower. The museum of contemporary art was
squeezed out of its west Queen Street site by development pressure, eroding Queen west’s bohemian and grassroots public identity.
While the rituals of contemporary art display often associate interior exhibition space with a related park - whether the serial pavilions
of the Serpentine in London, or the parks, squares, and public pedestrian routes adjacent to the ROM and the AGO, in the case of the
MOCCA outdoor space appears to be in very tight supply. The MOCCA occupies a footprint, five storeys of a ten storey building, its
stance highly urban indeed, as some development images portray the newly refurbished MOCCA as completely obscured by new
surrounding built form. This paper asks a series of questions about these contemporary visions.
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Session | Séance
Transportation and Travel Infrastructure: Mobility, Heritage, and Identity | Transport et
infrastructures du voyage: mobilité, patrimoine et identité
Chair | Président: Menno Hubregtse, University of Victoria
Piers, railway stations, and airports act as points of departure and
arrival for immigrants, emigrants, business travelers, and tourists.
Halifax’s Pier 21, for instance, served as an ocean liner terminal
for people entering and exiting Canada between 1928 and 1971.
It has recently been restored to recall its history and importance
in terms of the nation’s and region’s identity. This session seeks to
consider Canadian transportation and travel infrastructure with
respect to heritage and mobility. Moreover, it intends to examine
social, political, and economic aspects pertaining to architecture
designed to facilitate movement, and why these buildings are
significant with regard to Canadian culture. Contributions can
discuss historical structures or contemporary architecture and
can consider movement occurring across cities, provinces, or
international borders. Papers can examine how these buildings
are designed to order circulation, affect one’s experience of
movement, or include symbolic representations of mobility. This
panel encourages analyses of how these designs might have
differing effects on the various cultural groups within Canada and
what this means in terms of Canadian diversity. Papers that also
address themes such as tourism, place-themed designs, crossborder migration, sustainability, and consumption are especially
welcome.

les voyageurs d’affaires et les touristes. Le Quai 21 d’Halifax, par
exemple, a servi de gare maritime pour les longs courriers sur
lesquels les gens arrivaient au Canada ou quittaient le pays entre
1928 et 1971. Il a récemment fait l’objet de travaux de
conservation afin de rappeler son histoire et son importance en
termes d’identité nationale et régionale. Cette séance entend
aborder les infrastructures canadiennes du transport et du
voyage sous le prisme du patrimoine et de la mobilité. De plus,
elle souhaite examiner les aspects sociaux, politiques et
économiques propres à l’architecture conçue pour faciliter les
déplacements, et les raisons pour lesquelles ces bâtiments sont
importants au sein de la culture canadienne. Les contributions
peuvent se pencher sur des structures historiques ou de
l’architecture contemporaine et s’intéresser aux déplacements
entre villes, provinces, ou frontières internationales. Elles
peuvent aussi examiner comment ces bâtiments sont conçus afin
d’ordonner la circulation, avoir un effet sur l’expérience du
voyage, ou encore inclure des représentations symboliques de la
mobilité. Ce panel encourage aussi les analyses portant sur la
manière dont ces aménagements pourraient avoir des effets
variables sur les différents groupes culturels du Canada et ce que
cela signifie en termes de diversité canadienne. Les
communications qui portent également sur des thèmes comme
le tourisme, la conception de lieux thématiques, la migration
transfrontalière, la durabilité, ainsi que la consommation sont
particulièrement bienvenues.

Les quais, les stations ferroviaires et les aéroports servent de
points de départ et d’arrivée pour les immigrants, les émigrants,

Canada’s First Subway Line: Vitrolite and the TTC
Meredith Stewart, ASI Heritage
In 1949, the Toronto Transportation Commission (TTC) initiated the construction of Canada’s first subway line. As the first rapid transit
system built in North America following the Second World War, the TTC was eager to display its modernity, efficiency and speed. While
the TTC expected passengers to marvel at the engineering, soundproofing and modern technology involved in constructing the
subway, it was the modern aesthetic of the stations that riders found most striking. The impact of these stations can largely be
attributed to the TTC’s decision to clad their walls with Vitrolite, a glossy pigmented structural glass developed in the early twentieth
century. The material was popular in predominantly Art Deco, Moderne and early Modern architecture. When the subway line was
completed in 1954, the design of this “first” in Canadian transit history was, as a result, highly representative of the Modern era.
Examining material choice also reveals a broader desire to use the construction of the subway to shape national identity through this
post-war recovery project. While construction of the subway was of immediate impact to Torontonians, the TTC was keen to
emphasize its national significance. The subway represented a major step towards modernity and symbolized progress in the post-war
Canada. On opening day, a large sign announcing the completion of “Canada’s First Subway” acknowledged that its construction was
the “Product of Men and Materials of All Provinces of Canada.” It is evident that Canada’s First subway carried far greater weight than
simply alleviating rush hour traffic.
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Campgrounds as Travel Infrastructure
Tania Martin, Université Laval
Each summer, thousands of families, groups of friends, and couples set out in their car or camper to discover a part of Canada. They
borrow highways and rural roads to drive to their destination. They tank up at service stations, they pause at a rest stop to stretch their
legs before finally arriving at a national or provincial park campsite or a private campground near a lake. While perhaps not as
glamourous as streamlined airports catering to the jet set or stoic train stations doubling as civic monuments punctuating now historic
urban fabric, campgrounds are as much an integral part of Canada’s travel infrastructure as the ribbons of asphalt that connect them to
towns and cities. They contribute to shaping, one can argue, a Canadian culture of the great outdoors. Grounded in autoethnography,
this paper examines campgrounds as a Canadian cultural landscape and as a typology. Although there exist different types of
campgrounds, which serve distinctive groups, they also share common characteristics, as the analysis of campsite layouts, the
architecture of service pavilions and physical settings reveals. Moreover, field research indicates people use campgrounds for more
than recreation purposes. Snowbirds summer there before winding their way to southerly climes while construction workers make
themselves a temporary home. Such particular uses as these point to alternative social and economic readings of spaces commonly
associated with popular culture ideas of summer vacations, of connecting with nature and the long history of moving across the land,
setting up camps along the way.

Replicate the Titanic!
Brian Lilley, Dalhousie University
A School of Architecture-led consortium of local makers have recently completed a replica artifact of an elaborately carved oak panel
from the Titanic's first-class lounge. The Maritime Museum of the Atlantic (MMA) are currently looking to digital processes, and were
happy to support an experimental process to replicate the panel. The process began with a consideration of digital manufacturing
processes in combination with traditional handcrafts. This project was funded by the Peabody Trust in association with a large museum
exhibition on Ocean Liners, in Salem, MA. The original panel is currently installed in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, and
concurrently the replica at the MMA in Halifax.

Session|Séance
Transforming Heritage with Transit Architecture | Transformer le patrimoine par l'architecture du transport
Chair | Président: Charlie Hoang and/ et Ana-Francisca de la Mora, IBI Group
With increased investment in building mass rapid transit, the time
is opportune to discuss the design principles behind transit
architecture that include the preservation and the creation of built
heritage. Projects focus on more than just providing a
transportation facility to move people but rather on a catalyst for
city building and continuity of the existing. How can architects
balance these principles with strict budgets, communities’
expectations and transit agencies’ requirements? What are the
cultural elements and preservation priorities that municipalities
seek? How can heritage consultants help on this process? What are
the elements to consider when opening a new gateway to an area
of the city?
This session will focus on the process and tools used to
deal with existing and future heritage components. It will give
examples of transit design in both an existing historical building or
community and in non-contextual areas with the hope of new
development. The discussion will expand on the challenges of
balancing existing and future needs while providing a safe and
uplifting passenger experience. It will seek to give insight on the

intensive collaboration that is required on the process of designing
transit stations considering the legacy of this asset to our heritage.
Les investissements accrus en transport collectif rapide incitent à
se pencher sur les principes de conception qui sous-tendent une
architecture du transport qui prenne en considération la
conservation et la création du patrimoine bâti. Ces projets ne se
limitent pas à fournir des installations de transport servant à
déplacer les gens, mais deviennent davantage des catalyseurs
dans la fabrique de la ville en continuité avec l’existant. Comment
les architectes peuvent-ils harmoniser ces principes avec des
budgets serrés, les attentes des communautés ainsi que les
exigences des agences de transport ? Quels sont les aspects
culturels et les priorités de conservation recherchés par les
municipalités ? Comment les consultants en patrimoine peuventils contribuer à ce processus ? Quels sont les facteurs à prendre
en compte lors de l’ouverture d’une nouvelle entrée sur un
secteur de la ville ?
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Cette séance se concentrera sur le processus et les
outils utilisés pour traiter les caractéristiques patrimoniales
actuelles et futures. On y présentera des exemples d'architecture
de transport s’intégrant tant à des bâtiments et des
communautés historiques, qu’à des secteurs « sans contexte »
qui aspirent au développement. La discussion approfondira les

défis posés par l'harmonisation des besoins existants et futurs,
tout en offrant une expérience sécuritaire et stimulante pour le
voyageur. L’atelier cherchera également à donner un aperçu de
l’intense collaboration requise par un processus de conception de
stations modales qui envisage ce nouvel actif comme un legs à
notre patrimoine.

Architectural Signature and Trends: Defining Transit
Charlie Hoang and/ et Jennifer Ujimoto, IBI Group
Considering the operating business and political environment in which many transit agencies operate in, it is very difficult to solidify a
cultural identity over time. It is increasingly difficult to perceive a sense of place through its transit architecture. The exploration of one
such way is to combine the “back to basics” design that consists of simple architectural design features and innovative use of cultural
contextual queues that allows users to experience their “flow” through the stations or terminals. Key basic universal design elements,
once similar to the international style architecture, is the foundation of any good transit design. These include simplicity of design, safe,
clutter free and accessible. These design features create easy to navigate, easy to maintain and easy to operate transit systems.
Strategic and innovative variability in design elements such as civic scale/integration, artwork, and heritage integration help create not
only distinct stations within cities but if mandatorily required through a transit systems, create transit architecture identity. Ultimately,
a transit system must ask itself the best way to deploy these variable elements to create its identity. What constitutes good transit
architecture that would be a lasting legacy? Would the stations be the ones that integrate well with the surrounding context and
within their environment that you barely notice them? Or are they defining icons exhibiting large art pieces that call for attention? The
successful deployment of these design elements set apart one agency from another and creates a sense of place and identity.

Vancouver’s YVR: A Model for Place-themed Air Terminal Designs
Menno Hubregtse, University of Victoria
My paper considers how Vancouver’s YVR incorporates place-themed artworks into its terminals’ designs. This is a collaborative
process between planners, architects, and artists. I concentrate on why the Vancouver International Airport Authority (VIAA)
commissions these works and how the architectural firm Stantec integrates these pieces into their designs. In most cases, these
installations are intended to affect passenger behaviour. They are situated within the interior to operate as landmarks for navigation,
and, in some cases, they are placed next to shops to draw passengers into these consumer spaces. The VIAA believes that these
installations will lend to the terminal’s “sense of place” and that this will entice passengers to spend money in the airport’s shops and
restaurants. I discuss how YVR’s place-themed interior has influenced designs at other international airports and how Stantec has
obtained other air terminal design contracts due to their expertise with installing air terminal artworks for wayfinding and
consumption.

Creating Legacy with Transit Architecture: Lessons Learned for Design
Ana-Francisca de la Mora, IBI Group
Transit architecture is often challenged on creating a new station within a structure with heritage value. The designation process will
identify the existing artefacts and attributes to be protected. The design process that follows, must go beyond preserving but to
assemble a new building that observes the –immaterial- inheritance, or legacy, and make it relevant for transit. This sets the focus on
the future action of the passengers within the station and to look beyond the actual building, but to the mobility legacy that will
transform the culture of a neighborhood, enhance the economy, build resilience and embed new energy on to the City. The increasing
demand in transit with all its disruptors such as technology and policies is pushing architects to learn new conceptions of design. Two of
these are accessibility and public art. Accessibility has become more encompassing where the design shall be inclusive of all mobility
needs but also accessible to all generations, ethnicities and genders. This means to use elements that give the station a human scale or
enhances safety. Public art has become increasingly present in transit facilities and it varies from visual art on walls to sculpting columns
based on ancient forms, making heritage relevant today. Once we understand transit facilities about moving people, the responsibility
of the architect shifts to satisfy and give meaning to the passenger experience. We have to design with the ability to interpret the past,
for today’s needs while anticipate the legacy of the next generation.
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Halifax Transit’s Wrights Cove Terminal: Building a Legacy of Customer Service and Inclusive Design
Erin Blay, Halifax Transit
Public transit has been an integral part of the Halifax landscape since the early 1800s, when the Sherbrooke, a horse powered ferry,
entered into service with the Halifax Steam Boat Company. For almost 200 years, transit has provided a cost effective, efficient means
to get around for generations of residents and visitors, by ferry, trolley, and bus. Recent investment has had a large impact on the
quality, accessibility, and availability of transit in Halifax. In the past 10 years, the level of service hours on the street has increased
sharply, the fleet has become 100% low floor accessible, and technological improvements have improved ease of navigation in Halifax’s
challenging topography. As a result, ridership has increased, bucking the trend of most other North American transit properties. In
recognition of the important role transit has to play in city building and in creating a more sustainable and equitable transportation
network, in recent years, Halifax Transit has enhanced its focus into offering a high quality customer experience at passenger facilities.
This has been reflected in recent investments in Lacewood Terminal (2015), Alderney Ferry Terminal (2014), and Bridge Terminal
(2012) while also ensuring efficient operations. Building on the traditions of quality customer facilities, the anticipated Wrights Cove
Terminal, adjacent to the Halifax Harbour, offers the opportunity to develop a transit facility to catalyze redevelopment, and leave a
legacy which highlights the importance of transit and transit service to Halifax residents. This presentation will discuss the role this
terminal will have in the transit network and in spurring development of the adjacent community.

Session | Séance
On Current Indigenous Architecture and Planning: Institutional | Architecture contemporaine et
urbanisme autochtone : institutionnel
Chair | Président: Daniel Millette
Over several sessions at past SSAC conferences, we have seen that
culture-specific environmental design persists throughout the
Indigenous landscape. Spaces of cultural practice and traditional
use are being created (or re-created) throughout First Nation
communities. The set of culturally specific environmental design
trends continues to be documented within a broader ongoing
project. Specialized buildings that extend beyond conventional
typologies, for example, have gradually appeared, often pushing
the term “mixed use” to its limit. Health centres combined with
community administration offices, gymnasiums, Elders’ centres
and emergency shelters, for example, are part of the panoply of
combinations. And culture-specific spaces have re-appeared, with
longhouses, bighouses, roundhouses, smokehouses, lodges of all
types and other buildings being celebrated and in turn, used a cues
towards the interpretation of other spaces within and without the
same communities. More recently, a further trend towards
providing spaces of cultural contemplation and traditional activity
has emerged across the institutional landscape, away from First
Nation communities. This is particularly prevalent within, for
instance, university campuses and, albeit more subtly, broader
areas such as shared waterfronts. The spaces fall within two
primary “types”: The first consists of culture specific and multipurposed buildings, while the second comprises traditionally-cued
placemaking sites within (although not always) broader public
spaces. While some institutions have made significant progress in
providing what could be perceived as welcoming, culturally
appropriate spaces where traditional practice and other related

activities can take place, not all have been successful. The same
might be said of placemaking initiatives.
This session seeks to elucidate the latter trend. What
might be successful design tenets for an Indigenous space provided
by an institution far removed from an Indigenous community?
What examples of placemaking can we analyze that might render
a closer understanding of what “success” means in terms of
providing welcoming and culturally appropriate spaces? Paper
proposals should provide examples and place them within their
cultural context all-the-while providing a rational for the design and
a discussion of the same space’s success or failure.
Tout au long de divers congrès de la SÉAC, nous avons vu que les
concepts de design environnementaux spécifique à la culture se
perpétuent à travers le paysage autochtone. Les lieux de la pratique
traditionnelle sont créés (ou recréés) parmi les communautés des
Premières nations. La gamme des concepts environnementaux
proprement culturels continuent à être documentés à l'intérieur de
multiples projets. Des bâtiments spécialisés qui dépassent les
typologies conventionnelles, par exemple, sont progressivement
apparus, repoussant souvent la notion d'usage « polyvalent » à ses
limites. Des centres de soins de santé combinés à des bureaux
administratifs pour la communauté, ainsi que des gymnases
combinés avec des centres pour aînés et des refuges d'urgence, par
exemple, sont des illustrations de ces combinaisons. De même, des
espaces proprement culturels sont ré-apparus, avec des
longhouses, des bighouses, des roundhouses, des smokehouses, et
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des lodges de tous types étant célébrés et, à leur tour, servent de
points de repère pour des interprétations pour d'autres espaces.
Plus récemment, une tendance à mettre en place des espaces pour
la contemplation culturelle et les activités traditionnelles ont vu le
jour à travers le paysage institutionnel. Ceci est particulièrement
présent, par exemple, sur les campus universitaires. Ces espaces
peuvent être regroupés en deux « types » principaux : le premier
consiste de bâtiments proprement culturels à multi-usages, tandis
que le second comprend des lieux d'espace liés par la pratique de
traditions.

Cette session cherche à élucider la seconde tendance.
Quels sont les principaux éléments de conception pour les espaces
autochtones fournis par des institutions éloignées d'une
communauté autochtone? Quels exemples de création d'espace
peut-on analyser pour rendre une compréhension qui nous
rapprocherait à des espaces accueillants et appropriés sur le plan
culturel? Les communications devraient fournir des exemples et les
situer dans leur contexte culturel tout en fournissant une
explication pour la conception et une discussion au sujet du succès
ou de l'échec de ce même espace.

How We Work Together: The Restoration of Indigenous Presence
Calvin Brook, Brook McIlroy Architects
There is a burst of creative energy within Indigenous communities in the fields of the arts and place-making that holds the potential to
define a unique Canadian architectural identity. As demand for this work grows a careful balance is required to ensure that these
opportunities prioritize Indigenous practitioners. How do Indigenous and non-Indigenous designers work together in an appropriate
way that restores Indigenous presence to Canadian communities – while avoiding cultural appropriation? How can non-Indigenous
practitioners be effective advocates and partners supporting our founding Peoples?

Indigenous Design Tenets and Related Knowledge through Space and Time
Daniel Millette
It can been argued that Indigenous design is culture specific and that for this reason, design tenets are not transferable. Indigenous
knowledge is owned by the its holder and therefore cannot be readily co-opted. How then, do we accept that several design types persist
across cultures and across the north American Indigenous landscape. Whether a sweat lodge or one of several other types, clearly design
knowledge transfer occurs. This paper will consider the notion of “knowledge transfer” between cultures and across geographies.

Design Collaborations: On Listening and Learning
Richard Kroeker and Albert Marshall
This paper considers an example of collaborations that can be established in the context of working with Indigenous communities. The
collaboration with community Elders Murdena and Albert Marshall is highlighted as key within the careers of all three collaborators.
How the life and expression of cultures move into the future through their architecture is key to the former, having developed the term
“two eyed seeing” to articulate an approach that the trio followed. This presentation will be about “two eyed seeing” and will focus on
its significance and what it might mean for developing “an architecture”, as well as forming the basis for cross cultural exchanges
between architects and communities.

Session | Séance
Religious Architecture in Canada | L’architecture religieuse au Canada
Chair | Président: Malcolm Thurlby, York University
This session welcomes papers on religious architecture of all types
and styles, from all periods of Canada’s history. Hindu, Buddhist,
Sikh et al topics are encouraged, and papers on religious
architecture in the Maritimes would be particularly appropriate.

Cette séance accueille les communications sur l’architecture
religieuse de tous types et de tous styles, s’intéressant à n’importe
laquelle des périodes de l’histoire canadienne. Les propositions
traitant des traditions hindous, bouddhistes, sikhs ou autres sont
les bienvenues. De même, les contributions portant sur
l’architecture religieuse dans les Maritimes seraient
particulièrement appropriées.
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Recalling the Homeland: Constructing Irish Identity through the Stained Glass Windows of the BasilicaCathedral of St. John the Baptist, St. John’s, Newfoundland
Megan Kimber Donoghue-Stanford, York University
The Basilica-Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in St. John’s, Newfoundland, has been a site at which national identity has been cultivated
since its conception. The building of the cathedral began in 1839 during a time of rivalry between the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches. Bishop Michael Anthony Fleming’s intent when building the Cathedral was to ensure that it represented a Catholic identity, as
invoked by the Roman-inspired neoclassical architecture. However, the building of this church was not simply a competition between
congregations. As Newfoundland was an English colony with a large amount of Irish immigrants, this rivalry paralleled the political friction
between England and Ireland. As a result, the cathedral had to evoke a distinctly Irish national identity amongst his patrons as well. One
of the ways this identity was forged was through the early stained-glass windows in the Basilica, which not only portrayed traditional
Catholic iconography, but placed an emphasis on Irish Saints as well. This paper examines how these windows, dated from 1859 to 1891,
were a part of the effort to cultivate and legitimize Irish Catholicism in the heart of what was an English colony.

Identifying Trends Towards Early Amphitheatre Plan Churches in Quebec
Natalie Anderson Rathwell, York University
By the late nineteenth century amphitheatre plan churches enabling the clear transmission of the sermon to large numbers of
congregants had become an accepted and widely used format for worship architecture in Canada, as in the United States.1 To arrive at
this new style, over the course of the nineteenth century Protestant or otherwise nonconformist congregations in the expanding
communities of Lower Canada / present-day Quebec developed innovations which differentiated the organization of their churches
from the traditional plans of their Catholic and Anglican contemporaries. Time has since given the illusion of immutability to buildings
which were once part of a period of building, innovation and self-directed identity making on the part of developing religious
communities. This paper will detail the findings of research towards identifying early examples of this trend in architecture in the
present-day Province of Quebec. This research was conducted through the resource Inventaire des lieux de culte du Québec
(lieuxdeculte.qc.ca), established by the Conseil du Patrimoine Religieux du Québec.
1.

Jeanne Halgrean Kilde, When Church Became Theatre: The Transformation of Evangelical Architecture and Worship in Nineteenth-Century America (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 6-7; Malcolm Thurlby, “Nonconformist Churches in Canada 1850-1875.” Ecclesiology Today, Vol. 34 (January 2005): 70.

How on Earth is our Round Church Palladian?
Emanuel Jannasch, Dalhousie University
St George’s Round Church has undergone several significant alterations over its lifetime, resulting in an amalgam of styles that includes
three distinct strains of Classicism integrated into a twelfth-century scheme with Early Christian traits and overlain with some wellmeaning late-twentieth-century repairs. What’s hard to find is any trace of Palladianism, so to label the building thus must have the
highly academic architects of Palladian Britain turning in their graves. That the palimpsest of the church has been read as a single
stylistic statement reflects a tradition of heritage judgement that Harold Kalman explicitly likened to - and justified as - livestock
competition. That the diverse Classical elements of the church are gathered under the least appropriate of Georgian headings may be
due to our colonial remoteness from an imperial centre of gravity where particular Classicisms were not only appreciated on aesthetic
grounds but understood for their social and religious implications. Following on the author’s 2006 paper on the German construction
heritage of St. George’s, this presentation traces its formal evolution, paying particular attention to other Halifax buildings. Examples
include the perfectly Palladian province house, the counter-Palladian St. Paul’s, the post-Palladian Government House, and some
Edwardian Neo-Classicism. The medieval origins and Byzantine “completion” of the building are also traced in broad historical patterns
as embodied in Nova Scotian cases. The paper closes with a plea for a nuanced understanding of building heritage that respects
historical complexity, material reality, local adaptations, and individual inventiveness over notional purity of style.

Georges-Emile Tanguay and the Romanesque Revival in Quebec Church Architecture
Marc Grignon, Université Laval
From the 1880s to the 1910s, architect Georges-Emile Tanguay designed a series of churches in the Romanesque Revival style, thereby
participating in the search for a meaningful architectural vocabulary for catholic churches in francophone Quebec and Ontario. In these
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churches, one can see the development from a vocabulary based on American publications such as Samuel Sloan's City and Suburban
Architecture (1867)—in fact borrowed from the practice of his master Joseph-Ferdinand Peachy—to the new and eclectic language of
Emile Vaudremer's Parisian churches. This paper will discuss four or five churches designed by Tanguay throughout his career in order
to show this transformation; it will also demonstrate that there often is a great difference between Tanguay's proposed plans and the
structure that is actually built. In some cases—such as Sainte-Anne-de-Ristigouche (Listuguj) and St. Andrew in Port-Arthur (Thunder
Bay)—the difference is so important that the significance of the project may be missed by looking at the building alone.

Exploring the Formal Typologies of the Churches Constructed by Victor Bourgeau, Architect of the
Montréal Diocese from1850 to 1888
Luc Noppen, Université du Québec à Montréal
Throughout his extensive career, Victor Bourgeau is deemed to have constructed close to one hundred churches. We will explore this
collection while identifying the master builder’s sources and collaborators. Several monuments were mistakenly attributed to him and
those he actually contributed to can be divided in two main categories. First, there are those churches inspired by the plans and
projects of his mentors, architects from the 1830 through the 1850 (Félix Martin, John Ostell, Thomas Baillairgé). Then, benefiting from
the plans of young draftsmen who frequented his workshop (among whom were Alcibiade Leprohon, Joseph Michaud, Adolphe
Lévesque, Louis-Gustave Martin, and Joseph-Roch Poitras) and who later on become self-employed architects, Bourgeau endeavoured
to conquer rural parishes by proposing a few basic neo-Gothic and neo-Baroque models, reinterpreted over and over again to diversify
the religious landscape of the Diocese of Montréal. Using a revisited chronology, the series of churches of what we call “Victor
Bourgeau’s workshop” clearly emerge, making it possible to appreciate the formal originality of these monuments, but likewise to
comprehend the architectural practice put forward by the bishop of Montréal, Ignace Bourget, in order to endow his diocese with a
strong architectural identity.

William Thomas and the Inspirations behind St. Michael’s Cathedral, Toronto, Ont.
Linette Jackman
When researching the history of St. Michael’s Cathedral (1845-48), the idea that York Minster was intended to be a direct influence on
the new cathedral’s design arose several times, raising the question of whether it had been or not. While it appears that architect
William Thomas may have looked to the medieval cathedral to some degree, it was not his primary source of inspiration. The evolution
of design seen in Thomas’ early Gothic Revival churches demonstrates a clear lineage from St. Matthew’s Duddeston, Birmingham UK
(1839), to St. Paul’s London, Ontario (1845), to St. Michael’s. The influence of A.W.N. Pugin is also seen in perhaps an unexpected way,
with equally unexpected consequences. In the end, the connection to York Minster hoped for by St. Michael’s patrons was relegated to
relatively minor details.

St. James, Toronto: The Evolution of a Cathedral 1807-1853
Deborah Alcide, York University/ Humber College
After more than 200 years and a far cry from its humble beginnings, Toronto’s St. James Cathedral still dominates the busy corner of
Church and King. The once modest clapboard box originally consecrated in 1807, has survived fires, war, and persistent financial
worries. Successive alteration to the fabric of the building became a necessity not only to overcome the calamities that beset the
church, but also for Toronto’s rapidly expanding population in the 1800’s. Obstacles were many, but perhaps the most persistent was
the conservative parishioners’ reluctance to change. Both the clergy and the architects fueled by the desire for transformation from
church to cathedral, were faced with opposition and roadblocks during all three of the church rebuilds. The history of St. James
included the architectural elite of Toronto, each vying to be singled and celebrated for their diverse designs, but it must also include the
influence of Bishop John Strachan (1778-1867). This dynamic Scotsman, who rose from a children’s tutor to the highest rank in the
Anglican church of Toronto must be remembered as the driving force that orchestrated the building of the cathedral we see today. This
paper will explore St. James’ various incarnations throughout two centuries and the personalities that molded those changes.
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Building Bahá’í: The Canadian Connection
Jamie S. Scott, York University
Less familiar to most Canadians than the Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, or even South and East Asian Hindu,
Buddhist and Sikh traditions, Bahá’í nonetheless enjoys a global reach and growing numbers of adherents. Bahá’ís follow the teachings
of the Persian prophet Baha’u’lláh (1817-1892) and his lineage. Central to their identity, however, are the buildings comprising the
Bahá'í World Centre in Haifa, Israel, and nine instances of the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, which in Arabic literally means “Dawning-Place of the
Remembrances of God” and which is usually rendered in English as “House of Worship.” Canadian architects have played a key role in
the design of several of these unique structures: William Sutherland Maxwell (1874-1952) and the Shrine of the Báb (1953), Haifa,
Israel; Jean-Baptiste Louis Bourgeois (1856-1930) and the Bahá’í House of Worship (1953), Wilmette, IL, USA; Fariborz Sahba (b. 1948)
and the Bahá’í House of Worship (1986), New Delhi, India; Hossein Amanat (b. 1942) and the Arc (1961-1999), Haifa, Israel, and the
Bahá’í House of Worship (1984), Samoa; and Siamak Hariri (b. 1958) and the Bahá’í House of Worship (2016), Santiago, Chile. This
presentation outlines the essential features of Bahá’í, then explores the Canadian connection to the building of the faith. It closes with
some observations about Bahá’í proposals for future construction.

Session | Séance
Théorie et pratique architecturale dans la seconde moitié du 20e siècle | Architecture Theory and
Practice in the late 20th Century
Chair | Président: Nicolas Miquelon, Parcs Canada
Tout au long du 20e siècle, l’étude de l’architecture nous enseigne
une trajectoire largement définie en termes de styles, de typologies
et de régions, définies par des clients divers et des critères
fonctionnels et socio-économiques changeants. L’architecture
moderne qui caractérise la seconde moitié du 20e siècle n’y fait pas
exception. Progressivement, et plus particulièrement à partir des
années 1980, l’architecture au Canada continue son évolution,
propulsée tantôt par un certain expressionnisme architectural,
tantôt par une réflexion sur sa relation à l’environnement, mais
également par des facteurs socio-économiques et technologiques.
Aux commandes de cette évolution architecturale—et moins
présente dans l’enseignement de l’architecture—l’organisation de
la pratique architecturale a eu en soi un impact considérable sur le
type de concepts à voir le jour, que l’on pense à la hiérarchie au sein
de firmes de design ou encore aux concours publics et aux divers
changements dans l’attribution de contrats. Cette session cherche
à se pencher sur la théorie, mais aussi sur la pratique architecturale
dans la seconde moitié du 20e siècle. Les communications portant
sur les transformations et les hybridations, ou encore sur les quatre
dernières décennies sont particulièrement bienvenues.

Throughout the 20th Century, the study of architecture taught us
an historical trajectory mostly defined in terms of styles,
typologies and regions, as defined by diverse clients and changing
functional and socio-economic criteria. Modern architecture in
the second half of the 20th Century is no exception. Progressively,
and most particularly with the turn of the 1980s, architecture
continues its evolution, either propelled by a certain architectural
expressionism, a reflection on its relation with the environment,
as well as socio-economic and technological factors. At the helm
of this architectural evolution—and less present in the teaching
of architecture—, the organization of the architectural practice
had a considerable impact on the type of concepts to see the light
of day, whether we think about the hierarchy within certain
architectural firms or the public competition and various changes
in the contract award process. This session seeks to look at
architectural theory, but also practice in the second half of the
20th Century. Papers on transformation and hybrid case studies,
and papers covering the last four decades are particularly
welcome.

La conception de bâtiments voués à la recherche scientifique par le gouvernement fédéral au cours
des années 1960 et 1970
Christine Boucher, Parcs Canada
La période d’après-guerre se veut une période particulièrement faste pour la recherche scientifique au Canada. Le gouvernement
fédéral met alors en place un programme de recherche décentralisé qui est davantage en mesure de répondre aux besoins et aux
préoccupations de chacune des régions : de nombreux laboratoires et centres de recherche sont alors construits un peu partout au
pays. À partir des années 1960, la conception de ces bâtiments, auparavant modeste du point de vue architectural et peu coûteuse,
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relèvera, la plupart du temps, d’une commande passée à une firme d’architectes connue. Les plans standardisés utilisés auparavant
sont alors délaissés, leur architecture s’inspire des grandes tendances qui ont marqué le début de la seconde moitié du XXe siècle,
notamment l’architecture moderne tardive et l’architecture d’influence brutaliste, et on dénote un souci de plus en plus présent
d’intégration à l’ensemble du site. Cette communication cherche à examiner et à mettre en parallèle trois des cas récemment
présentés pour évaluation au Bureau d’examen des édifices fédéraux du patrimoine (BEÉFP) qui s’inscrivent dans cette foulée, à savoir
le complexe de Bells Corners (A.D. Margison and Associates, 1968, Ottawa), l’Institut des eaux douces (Green, Blankstein & Russell
Architects (GBR), Winnipeg, 1972) et les Bureaux et laboratoires de Santé Canada (Norman Slater, Longueuil, 1973).

Adventures in Architectural History: The NSAA's Newest Publication Project
Aleen Leigh Stanton, Nova Scotia Association of Architects
Over the past year, the Nova Scotia Association of Architects has taken on a new project: researching, writing, and designing a
publication detailing the work of architects in the province over the last 60 years. It is an ambitious project, but one that is sorely
needed. The last major publication dealing specifically with Nova Scotia architecture, Maud Rosinski’s Architects of Nova Scotia: A
Biographical Dictionary, was published in 1994 and ended its survey in 1950. The NSAA realized that there was an ever-growing, critical
gap that needed to be filled. While some buildings had appeared in trail-blazing publications on modern Canadian architecture such
as Atlantic Modern, the full spread of modern architecture and architects in the province had yet to be recorded. The resulting research
and publication-in-progress, Modern Architecture of Nova Scotia, 1950-2015 (working title), is an attempt to bring that information
together in one place for the first time. Each historically significant architect has an entry with a biographical description, table of major
projects, and survey photos. Section introductions acknowledge the historical context and evolution of the profession in each period.
Through the research, the NSAA is attempting to raise public awareness about the work of Nova Scotian architects since 1950 and their
influence on the built environment of the province. This presentation will detail the research methodology, the findings of the
publication, and lessons learned for further research on architecture of the recent past.

Habitat and Dwelling as Continual Practice: Designing Resilience at Mau Dan Gardens Co-operative
Housing (1979), Vancouver
Jenni Pace, University of British Colombia
In the 1960s and early 1970s, residents and supporters of Vancouver’s Strathcona neighbourhood fought and won major concessions
against a modernizing program of urban renewal supported by three levels of government. This historically and politically marginalized
group of citizens organized as a neighbourhood association (S.P.O.T.A.) to defend their rights to place in the urban core, forging
culturally hybrid strategies of oppositional practice. This paper develops a case study on the CMHC-supported commission marking
S.P.O.T.A.’s biggest win—the redevelopment of three acres of formerly expropriated land as a co-operative community. Developed in
1979, the concept for Mau Dan Gardens featured a strata-rental mix in both courtyard townhouses and a 3-story building, supported
by an on-site health clinic and childcare facility. In community constultation, Spaceworks architects Tad Young and Peter Reese in
collaboration with Joe Wai, developed an architectural expression for the key values of participation, pride of ownership and
environmental controls. Mau Dan Gardens was envisioned not as a Utopian fix, but rather a village of diverse citizens. I will highlight
signature design elements and provide insight on the experience of residents over time. The project will be located within the broader
context of colonial Canadian history, and linked to the international discourse aiming for an evolvable-type, situated Modernism.

Session | Séance
Labour histories and the built environment | Histoires du travail et environnement bâti
Chair | Présidente: Jessica Mace, Université du Québec à Montréal
The premise of this session is deceptively simple: How are labour
histories inscribed into the built environment? That is, in what
ways have workers and labourers impacted the architecture and
the space around them? Posing this question, however, allows us
to open a complex array of issues that have the potential to look
beyond traditional architectural histories, open up space for new

voices, and allow for the examination of places in ways that might
not yet have been considered.
In the Canadian context, places and spaces involving the
working class have always been agents of change and innovation.
Beginning in the nineteenth century, for instance, standards for
housing for workers set the precedent for the single-family
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dwelling going forward; company towns built for labourers drove
development and pushed the boundaries of settlement in Canada;
and planned communities for the working classes developed and
cemented practices of urban planning. But in addition to
ensembles designed by professionals for the working class, how
have workers themselves directly affected change, for example
through writings, labour movements, or collaboration? Papers in
this session might consider and explore, but are not limited to, new
case studies; new theoretical or methodological approaches; or revisitations of well-known sites or projects in a new light.

de nouvelles voix et à des manières d’étudier les lieux qui n'ont
peut-être pas été envisagées jusqu’à présent.
Dans le contexte canadien, les lieux et les espaces de la
classe ouvrière ont toujours été des agents de changement et
d'innovation. Par exemple, dès le 19e siècle, les normes de
logement des ouvriers ont créé un précédent pour la maison
unifamiliale, les villes de compagnie construites pour les
travailleurs ont favorisé le développement et repoussé les limites
du peuplement au Canada, de même que les communautés
aménagées pour les classes ouvrières ont contribué à développer
et à cimenter les pratiques de l'urbanisme. Cependant, au-delà des
ensembles conçus par des professionnels pour la classe ouvrière,
comment les ouvriers ont-ils eux-mêmes agi sur le changement,
par exemple à travers des écrits, les mouvements ouvriers ou
diverses collaborations ? Les communications de cet atelier
peuvent examiner et explorer, sans toutefois s’y limiter, de
nouvelles études de cas et de nouvelles approches théoriques ou
méthodologiques, ou encore revisiter sous un nouvel angle, des
lieux ou des projets bien connus.

La prémisse de cette séance est d’une simplicité trompeuse :
comment les histoires du travail sont-elles inscrites dans
l'environnement bâti ? Autrement dit, de quelles façons les
travailleurs et ouvriers ont-ils eu une influence sur l'architecture et
l'espace qui les entourent ? Poser cette question nous amène
toutefois à nous questionner sur une série d’enjeux dont la portée
dépasse l’histoire de l'architecture traditionnelle, laissant place à

End of the Road? Mapping the Labour Histories of General Motors in Oshawa, Ontario
Austin Henderson, Concordia University
In November 2018, it was announced that Oshawa’s General Motors (GM) plant would cease operations by the end of 2019.1 From
the 1910s onward, General Motors was the city’s largest employer, hence Oshawa’s former designation, “Canada’s Motor City.”2 The
news of the plant’s closure signifies not only a loss of jobs, but also a dissolution of an industry – and a manufacturing complex – that, at
one point, defined the city. This issue is of great personal significance, as three generations of my family have been brought up in
Oshawa, and family members have previously worked at the plant. My presentation will be prefaced with a brief history of General
Motors in Oshawa, though it will mostly focus on the announcement of the plant’s forthcoming closure and linked issues regarding the
company’s unionized workers. How are current GM employees coping with the news? What will the city decide to do with the soon-tobe abandoned plant? Through conducting interviews with several GM workers (past and present) and engaging with primary source
material (i.e., photographs of the plant, employees at work, and periodicals published by GM) from the Oshawa Public Library and the
Thomas Bouckley Collection at The Robert McLaughlin Gallery, I aim to investigate this component of Canadian industrial history to an
audience of nationwide scholars in order to incite discussions on how working-class labour histories are shaped and dismantled by the
built environments upon which they operate, to ultimately demonstrate how industries contribute to civic pride and identity.

Park Prisoners: Racial Capitalism and the Making of British Columbia’s E.C. Manning Provincial Park
Desiree Valadares, University of California at Berkeley
The residual landscape of World War II confinement sites in Interior British Columbia reveals the ways in which settler colonialism and
carcerality intersect and are subsequently obscured through histories of infrastructure building, tourism promotion and selective
commemoration. Scholars such as Jodi Byrd (2011), Mona Oikawa (2012) and Iyko Day (2016) have discussed how the spatial logics of
Japanese American/Canadian internment were modeled after and intersected with settler colonial structures.1 Furthermore, recent
work in critical ethnic studies and Indigenous studies has examined Asian American and Indigenous convergences within the carceral
settler state.2 Scholarship that has focused on these convergences seeks to uncover the intersections of racial and colonial policies
across the settler states. Scholars argue that “to remember the carceral is inherently predicated on the forgetting of indigenous
relationships to the land.”3 Legal designation of these sites in particular grafts a new sacred landscape over indigenous geographies
which ends up “supplanting native connections to place.”4 In my project, I aim to build on these theoretical positions to contextualize
the recent commemorative efforts of Japanese Canadians along Hope-Princeton Highway and portions of the Trans-Canada Highway
through the B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure “Legacy Highway Road Signs” which was spearheaded by the Japanese
Canadian community in Vancouver and Victoria in 2017-2018.5 I draw on Sherene Razack and Mona Oikawa’s methodology of
“unmapping,” which denaturalizes how a space came by historicizing what has been rendered invisible. I argue that this requires a
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recognition that claims to land and space are often inadvertently settler colonial in their nature through the ownership of territory, acts
of “boundary making” and “territorialization” which can be framed within longer history of B.C. government tactics of “space claiming”
and “place promotion” along the Hope-Princeton Highway route.6 I argue that this practice is embedded in the punitive mechanisms of
the carceral state which also undergirds the numerous public apologies that have emerged in Canada the past few decades.7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Jodi Byrd. The Transit of Empire: Indigenous Critiques of Colonialism.. 2011. Mona Oikawa. Cartographies of Violence. Japanese Canadian Women, Memory and
the Subjects of Internment. 2012. Iyko Day. Alien Capital: Asian Racialization and the Logic of Settler Colonialism Capitalism. 2016.
Karen Leong and Myla Vicenti Carpio. “Carceral States: Converging Indigenous and Asian Experiences in the Americas.” 2016.
Cynthia Wu. “A Comparative Analysis of Indigenous Displacement and the World War II Japanese American Internment.” 2016.
Wendi Yamashita argues that “to find a cartography of Japanese American incarceration means acknowledging that another map has been rendered invisible,
that of indigenous nations from which the U.S was founded. To uncover this map would be to uncover the Asian settler.” “The Colonial and the Carceral:
Building Relationships Between Japanese Americans and Indigenous Groups in the Owens Valley.” 2016.
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. “Telling the Story of BC’s Japanese Internment Past.” 2018.
Mona Oikawa. Cartographies of Violence. Japanese Canadian Women, Memory and the Subjects of Internment. 2012.
Nhu Le, Quynh. “States of Arrest: The Affective Temporalities Structuring Canada’s Public Apologies.” 2016.

Building Self-Reliance in Newfoundland’s Forest Industry
Dustin Valen, McGill University
This paper examines a discourse of self-reliance surrounding Newfoundland’s pulp and paper industry at the beginning of the twentieth
century. I focus on two important events: the creation of a company town and paper manufactory at Grand Falls by British industrialists
in 1909, and the rise of the pulpwood logging industry thereafter. Self- reliance was a core feature of modern Anglo identities which the
pulp and paper industry promised to restore. In the British liberal tradition, self-reliant individuals were principled, independent, and
male. They were able to “make-do” in a variety of situations, while taking charge of their own intellectual, spiritual, and material
advancement. By creating opportunities for individuals to escape the cyclical poverty associated with the fishery and encouraging their
contact with nature, paper making and logging were both theorized as promoting self-reliance. This was especially true of pulpwood
logging, an important adjunct to the paper industry, where log architecture built-in-situ became a locus for ideas about working-class
self-sufficiency. However, an examination of living conditions, labour practices, and public health in Newfoundland’s interior reveals a
different set of conditions. In images and descriptions of Newfoundland’s forest industry, colonial elites misrepresented loggers and
their spaces of labour, refuting contemporary accusations of racial regression and spurring Newfoundland’s nascent labour movement.

Session | Séance
Women and Architecture | Les femmes et l’architecture
Chair | Présidente: Tanya Southcott, McGill University
‘Where are the women architects?’ – a straightforward enough
question, but one that defies a simple response.1 Rather, asking it
is a way of taking stock historically of culturally determined
expectations of gender within the architectural profession, and
the ways in which different institutions have both enabled and
constrained female architectural achievement. Asking this
question is an exercise in revisiting and revising histories of
architecture and design to account more fully for women’s
participation, and to consider how their contributions, which
have often been overlooked, help us to expand our views of what
is significant from an architectural and design perspective. What’s
more, asking this question is a way into broader conversations
about diversity in architecture and design, considering how
interwoven dynamics of class, race, sexuality, age, disability and
gender shape the narrative structures of their histories.
To this end, we invite proposals that investigate the
place of women in the architecture and design professions and
their histories, and in the designs of everyday life, with special
attention paid to the Canadian context. We encourage

presentations that engage critically with architectural history,
theory and practice.
« Où sont les femmes architectes ? » : voilà une question très
simple mais qui défie les explications simplistes.1 La poser,
toutefois, est une façon de dresser un bilan historique des
attentes vis-à-vis des genres telles que définies culturellement au
sein de la profession architecturale, et de voir comment certaines
institutions ont à la fois favorisé et contraint la réussite des
femmes en architecture. Cette question permet aussi de revisiter
et de réviser l’histoire de l’architecture et du design, afin de mieux
y rendre compte de la participation des femmes et examiner
comment leurs contributions, plus souvent qu’autrement
négligées, concourent à l’élargissement de notre compréhension
de ce qui peut être significatif en architecture ou en design. De
plus, elle ouvre la voie à des discussions plus amples quant à la
diversité en architecture et en design, en observant comment
l’imbrication de dynamiques de classe, de race, de sexualité,
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d’âge, de handicap et de genre, façonne les structures narratives
de leurs histoires.
À cette fin, nous accueillons des propositions qui se
penchent sur la place des femmes dans les professions
d’architecte et de designer et leur histoire, ainsi que dans le

design de la vie quotidienne, tout en accordant une attention
particulière au contexte canadien. Nous encourageons les
communications qui posent un regard critique sur l’histoire, la
théorie et la pratique architecturales.
1.

Despina Stratigakos, Where Are the Women Architects?
(Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2016).

The Elizabeths: Gender, Modernism, and Winnipeg’s Built Environment, 1945-1970
Marieke Gruwel, Concordia University
On Thursday, March 10, 1955, The Winnipeg Tribune published a photograph of architect Elizabeth M. Lord working at her drafting
table, surrounded by maps, publications, and rolls of drawings. Standing around her are her four children, Peter, Elizabeth, Richard, and
Alison. The caption reads: “Watching mother build a house: Elizabeth M. Lord, practising architect, works in a third-floor office of her
home.” A few years later, in December 1958, a photograph was taken of architect and planner Elizabeth M. Pilcher upon her arrival in
Winnipeg from Sydney, Australia. The photograph documents Pilcher being greeted on the tarmac of the Winnipeg airport by Cecil
Blankstein, principal of the prominent architectural firm Green Blankstein Russell (GBR). Taken together, these photographs of Lord and
Pilcher offer us insight into what it might have been like to be a woman architect in Winnipeg during the post-war period. Most
obviously, they are tangible documentations of women’s participation in the architectural profession. And while one might be able to
identify a collective experience, these photographs are also indicative of the vast disparities in the careers of these two women.
Grounded in empirical evidence, this paper uses biography as a method to build a picture of Lord and Pilcher’s contributions to postwar construction in Winnipeg. It is through an examination of these contributions that this paper asks what the careers of these two
women can tell us about the modernism that dominated Winnipeg’s architectural firms.

“Architect Defends Auto-Age”: Blanche Lemco van Ginkel and Designing (with) the Automobile
Ipek Mehmetoglu, McGill University
This paper engages architect Blanche Lemco van Ginkel’s writings and her architectural firm’s infrastructure designs, most notably, the
Ginkelvan minibus—an “all-Canadian” public transportation system—to further understand the relationship between architects and
the car culture from the 1960s to the 1970s. Van Ginkel’s articles in Canadian Art and The Canadian Architect, the firm’s published
brochures, and unpublished newspaper and magazine articles serve as primary sources to trace how she gave voice and vision to her
own architectural (life) story with the automobile. The research examines these sources in the light of the urban transportation projects
in which van Ginkel was involved over the years, such as the CIAM 10 project, Montreal Central Area Circulation Study, rehabilitation of
the Old City of Montreal, and Midtown Manhattan Circulation Survey. By taking into account the architect’s own view on automobility,
I explore the relationship between automobile and architecture not necessarily through car culture’s impact on cities, but through the
personal relationship between the architect and this “object of magic.” Van Ginkel’s position towards automobility also provides
valuable insights on women’s role in car-chitecture: they were not only passengers or drivers of automobiles; they were designers,
venturing into the masculine domain of auto-age architecture, and critics, giving meaning to the structures of auto-metropolitan
urbanism. I argue that van Ginkel’s appraisal, criticism and involvement in the design with automobility negotiated new architectural
meanings within the new auto-age.

Well Kept Secrets: Women of Tompkinsville’s Housing Cooperative
Sarah Bonnemaison, Dalhousie University
North American suburbs paralleled the generous lot sizes and outdoor parks of the garden city, yet few followed the principles of cooperative land ownership set out by Ebenezer Howard in his garden city manifesto. It is precisely in this way that Tompkinsville is
unique from the others. Tompkinsville is a co-operatively developed, designed and operated neighbourhood of eleven free standing
houses, built in the 1930s in a small industrial township in northern Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. It is a significant project, for its innovation
as an example of participatory design, for its historical significance as an early North American example of co-operative ownership, and
for its lasting influence on co-operative housing in Canada. Similarly, the person who was its guiding hand— the co-operative activist
Mary Arnold — remains entirely unknown among historians of architecture. It began with only eleven houses built in 1939, and over
the next four decades it had a significant influence on 2,000 new or improved houses built co-operatively in Atlantic Canada. Research
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in the archives and interviews of the family members who grew up in Tompkinsville, reveal the role of women as designers, planners
and builders. A detailed analysis shows how, under the leadership of Mary Arnold, the women of Tompkinsville learned how to take
into their hands the design of the houses and the space planning of their new community. It is interesting for us to reflect as to why,
still today, the stories of these women are recalled with great timidity.

Reading Against the Grain: Women and Architecture in Phyllis Lambert’s Greystone Photographs
Tanya Southcott, McGill University
In the early 1970s, Phyllis Lambert embarked on a project to document photographically the greystone buildings of Montreal. The
locally quarried limestone was widely used in building and infrastructure construction in the city until the late-nineteenth-century. By
the 1970s, several large-scale urban redevelopment and renewal projects had placed the city’s greystone structures under threat of
demolition. Lambert’s project inspired an impressive body of historical research on the evolution of the city’s built environment, and
helped to shape several successful campaigns to save historic greystone buildings. As an architect, philanthropist, and client, Phyllis
Lambert is perhaps Canada’s most famous woman in architecture, and yet her history as a proponent for women in this traditionally
male-dominated profession is complicated. In this presentation, I explore how past readings of her greystone photographs have
reinforced gendered divisions of power in the contemporary urban landscape by prioritizing men as active agents of historical and
architectural meaning. Women were not necessarily erased through this process, but their historical presence as well as their
involvement in contemporary heritage debates was mitigated by their social status. By positioning women as the photographic subject,
I consider what the greystone photographs can teach us about the uniqueness of female experiences and explore Lambert’s archive as
a rich resource for writing women into histories of architecture and the heritage movement, and for understanding how greystone
buildings might also inform the history of women in Montreal.

Session | Séance
Reconsidering stories at National Historic Sites and other heritage places | Ré-examiner les récits aux
Lieux historiques nationaux et autres endroits historiques
Chair | Présidente: Alexandra Mosquin, Parks Canada
Since 1919, the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada has
been recommending sites of “national historic significance” for
designation by the Government of Canada. As of 2019, there are
close to 1000 national historic sites, located in every region of the
country. Why are these places of historical significance?
Recognizing that historical values change over time, how should
significance be thought about in the age of post-modernity and
“alternative facts”? Interested panellists are asked to present case
studies on heritage places, examining how earlier concepts of
architecture and built heritage were approached, and a vision for
where value should be placed going forward. This session focuses
on how significant stories presented, interpreted, and shared at
heritage places that help build meaningful connections with
visitors, and how through this meaningful connection visitors
appreciate and value heritage conservation. The importance of
Indigenous perspectives, and the impact of new scholarship, new
questions, and the use of critique and controversy are some
themes that will be explored.

Depuis 1919, la Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du
Canada a recommandé des lieux « d'importance historique
nationale » pour être désignés par le gouvernement du Canada. En
2019, nous comptons près d'un millier de Lieux historiques
nationaux, situés dans toutes les régions du pays. Pourquoi ces lieux
ont-ils une importance historique ? En reconnaissant que les
valeurs historiques changent au fil du temps, comment leur
importance devrait-elle être pensée en cette époque de
postmodernité et de « faits alternatifs » ? Les panélistes intéressés
sont invités à présenter des études de cas portant sur des lieux
patrimoniaux qui examinent comment les concepts initiaux
d'architecture et de patrimoine bâti ont été approchés, et
présentent une vision de ce qui devrait être valorisé à l'avenir. Cette
séance se concentrera sur la façon dont des histoires signifiantes
sont présentées, interprétées, et partagées dans les lieux
historiques afin d’établir des connexions « sensées » avec les
visiteurs, et comment, à travers elles, ces derniers apprécient et
valorisent la conservation du patrimoine. L'importance des
perspectives autochtones, l'impact des recherches et des questions
nouvelles et du recours à la critique et à la controverse, comptent
parmi les thèmes qui seront abordés.
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Layers of History: A Study on Conserving Old Buildings and Creating New Places
Amanda Parkinson, University of Waterloo
The industrial collapse and economic instability of the late twentieth century drastically changed the way many North American towns
and cities function. These forces have continued to shape the environment, shifting the focus from expansion and development to
intensification and reuse. Galt, Ontario is an example of a town that was once a prosperous place of business – prominent in both
agriculture and industry. The businessmen and citizens of Galt invested heavily in their buildings, some of which still stand today.
However, many of the factories and commercial buildings that packed the downtown core and spoke of Galt's success, have been
demolished. In response, a series of guidelines and plans have been proposed in an effort to protect what is left of Galt’s past and
create a new identity for its future. These plans acknowledge the need for conservation and promote the designation of significant
buildings and areas, but their policies and programmes are not always implemented. My research questions the meaning of heritage
value and explores its role in the conservation efforts in downtown Galt. The case studies look at buildings of various typologies to
examine how their assigned value has influenced the conservation method employed and how their new use contributes to the
experience of place. The design studies focus on Main Street, where the physical constraints of the individual buildings and the selective
heritage designation present a unique set of challenges. The architectural analyses address the collective significance of the buildings as
well as their individual features. This broader approach towards the attributes that determine significance is critical to inform how
conservation practice can recognize, enhance and add to the value of a place, rather than limit it. This can help to conserve old
buildings in a way that both reflect their layers of history and create new places that reconnect the present with the past.

Living History Sites: Dead or Alive
Joan Coutu, University of Waterloo
This paper focuses on the concept of living history sites in Canada. Typically constructed at European military sites or pioneer
settlements, living history sites are, in a sense, layered heritage since each site commemorates a particular moment in history but
collectively they have become part of the fabric of our heritage. A specific, often largely fictitious, narrative drove the building of each
site but most of those narratives have been revised and, on more than one occasion, discredited. The sites are also inextricably linked
to the golden age of automobile tourism, from the 1930s and through the postwar years but that ‘moment’ has also passed. Most
living history sites are now near death. In the context of the theme of this session, this paper is meant to prompt discussion about what
should be done: Should living history sites be revived? Should they be dismantled? Or should they quietly, naturally, wither away?

De l’histoire du fort à celle de la canalisation : regard sur les transformations patrimoniales du LHN de
Côteau-du-Lac
Martin Drouin, Université du Québec à Montréal
Le site de Côteau-du-Lac est situé à une quarantaine de kilomètres de Montréal sur les rives du fleuve Saint-Laurent. Il est réputé pour
être l’un des plus anciens canaux à écluse en Amérique du Nord. L’importance historique nationale est d’ailleurs reconnue depuis 1923
par la Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du Canada. Il faut toutefois attendre les années 1960 pour que des fouilles
archéologiques soient entreprises et que le site soit ouvert aux visiteurs en prévision de l’Exposition universelle de 1967. Depuis ce
temps, le lieu a subi plusieurs transformations dans les stratégies de mise en valeur et d’interprétation. L’examen de cette
requalification est une belle occasion pour réfléchir à la sédimentation de sens dont le site est témoin. En effet, depuis la
reconnaissance par la Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du Canada, le site a été plusieurs fois repensé afin de s’adapter
aux réalités de notre époque. La communication sera ainsi l’occasion de reconsidérer les histoires dont le site de Coteau-du-Lac est
porteur. Elle s’inscrit dans le cadre plus large d’un projet de recherche dédié à l’histoire du patrimoine et de la requalification.
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Session | Séance
Photographic narrative and counter-narrative in architectural histories | Le récit et le contre-récit
photographiques dans les histoires architecturales
Chairs | Présidents: Ben Peterson, Concordia University; and /et Tanya Southcott, McGill University
Since its inception, photography has released architectural
enthusiasts from the confines of physical space and time, and in
doing so opened up new sites of architectural meaning. The ability
of the camera to document and represent quickly and accurately
three-dimensional space on a two-dimensional plane has made
significant impact on the practice of architectural history
specifically research, teaching and publication. In this sense,
photographs are not illustrations of architectural ideas but active
agents in the constitution of architectural meaning.
In this session, we consider how our inquiry into heritage
as a process of cultural selection is shaped through visual
representations. How has photography shaped how we think
about heritage? How is the historic record ratified or contested
through photographic practice? As fodder for tourism, political
and cultural debate, and professional legitimacy, iconic structures
yield a surplus of imagery. How might the immensity of this
photographic record challenge narrow readings of their history?
By contrast, how do less photogenic buildings infiltrate our
architectural inquiries? We invite proposals that consider both the
power of photographs to create and control architecture and its
histories, as well as their potential as sources of historical counternarrative to intervene in seemingly fixed meanings. Presentations
that engage critically with architectural history, theory and
practice are encouraged.

ouvrant de ce fait de nouveaux lieux de signification architecturale.
L'habileté de la caméra à documenter et à représenter rapidement
et avec précision l'espace tridimensionnel sur un plan
bidimensionnel a eu un impact important sur la pratique de
l'histoire de l'architecture et en particulier sur la recherche,
l'enseignement et l’édition. En ce sens, les photographies ne sont
pas des illustrations d'idées architecturales, mais des agents actifs
dans la fabrique du sens de l’architecture.
Au cours de cette séance, nous considérerons comment
notre enquête sur le patrimoine en tant que processus de
sélection culturelle est façonnée par les représentations visuelles.
Comment la photographie a-t-elle contribué à modeler nos
conceptions du patrimoine ? Comment le document historique
est-il authentifié ou contesté par la pratique photographique ? En
tant que nourriture pour le tourisme, les débats politiques ou
culturels et la légitimité professionnelle, les structures iconiques
génèrent un excédent d'images. Comment l'immensité de ce
registre photographique peut-il mettre en cause les lectures
étroites de leur histoire ? À l’inverse, comment des bâtiments
moins photogéniques s’infiltrent-ils dans nos recherches
architecturales? Nous invitons les propositions qui considèrent à la
fois le pouvoir des photographies pour créer et contrôler
l'architecture et ses histoires, et examinent leur potentiel comme
contre-récit historique agissant sur des significations
apparemment fixes. Nous encourageons les présentations qui
abordent de manière critique la théorie, la pratique et l'histoire de
l'architecture.

Depuis ses débuts, la photographie a soustrait les amateurs
d'architecture des contraintes physiques du temps et de l'espace,

“The World Around Us”: Photography and the Humanistic Theology of the Christian Pavilion at Expo 67
Nicola Pezolet, Concordia University
The Christian Pavilion, designed by architects Roger D’Astous and Jean-Paul Pothier, was one of the three privately sponsored religious
pavilions built for Montreal’s Expo 67 on Notre Dame Island, along with the Pavilion of Judaism and the Sermons of Science Pavilion. The
project was the result of the nascent ecumenical relations between various Churches: their initial aim, as seen in preparatory documents,
was to leave aside denominational differences and use the pavilion space to announce the Gospel message to “modern man.” Artist and
designer Charles Gagnon was eventually commissioned to curate an inventive multimedia exhibition, including the screening of his
controversial short film The Eighth Day. This presentation proposes, based on a thorough photographic reconstruction of the Pavilion
space, an analysis of the three “zones”, as they were defined by Charles Gagnon following the architects’ initial design. Zone 1, a more
positive zone, showed hundreds of photographs of people of all ages in different parts of the globe going about their daily life. Zone 2,
located underground, was resolutely negative: it showed the more devastating aspects of modernity, through consumerism, sexual
objectification, war and political oppression. Finally, the third and last zone was meant to reflect the complexity of the modern world. It
displayed five enlarged photographs accompanied by unidentified Bible verses as captions. This presentation seeks to re-visit, based on
archival research (at the Center for Ecumenism in Montreal and at Library and Archives Canada in Ottawa), the interface between
photography and architecture at the Christian Pavilion and to position Gagnon’s curatorial work in the specific context of late 1960s Cold
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War culture. It also discusses how archival photographs can be used as tools to write not only on the history of modern architecture in
Quebec, but also to reflect on the increasingly humanistic focus of Christian theology at the heyday of the Quiet Revolution.

Dispossession: Fighting the Dispossession in Architectural History
Daniel F. Effah, Carleton University
Between mid-2013 and mid-2014, corporations spent more than $600 billion buying existant properties in the world’s top 100 urban
centres. Underneath this exchange of property lie untold stories of gentrification that are emblematic of the shrinking urban middle
class, as corporations slowly push out long-time residents from their newly acquired buildings. With its romanticization of
modernisation and urban renewal, canonical architectural history also occludes these histories of gentrification. Using my photography
project Dispossession as a case study, my paper will closely analyze the relationship between architecture and photography as a means
of highlighting these peripheral narratives.1 My photography series Dispossession chronicles the story of the ‘largest urban eviction
campaign in Canada’2 by shining a spotlight on the misguided normalization of eviction and giving a visual platform for the uprooted,.
This paper will look at photography as a way to highlight the failures of modernist architecture as a counternarrative to the celebratory
narrative predominant in architectural history. By examining property development through a people-centered lens, Dispossession refocuses our gaze towards the necessity of affordable housing and the destructive impact of losing one’s home.
1.
2.

Grant, “Photography in Architectural History” March 14, 2009.
Subramaniam, “The Story of the ‘largest Urban Eviction Campaign’ in Canada.”.

L’expérience photographique de l’architecte : Apprendre et penser l’environnement bâti
Élène Levasseur, Université de Montréal
Depuis le début du XXe siècle, des expériences photographiques (la lecture ou la production d’une image) d’architectes et artistes dont
Gropius, Moholy-Nagy, Le Corbusier, Mendelsohn, Stirling, Venturi et Charney, ont contribué à l’articulation d’idées nouvelles en
architecture, un champ disciplinaire, entre pratique et théorie, dont le cadre d’action s’étend à la ville et au territoire. La présentation
de ces expériences révèle les potentiels d’expériences photographiques comme outil de création en architecture et comme mode
d’accès au savoir urbain et architectural. D’autre part, l’examen de travaux (publiés ou conservés dans les archives du CCA) de
l’architecte, artiste et théoricien Melvin Charney permet de clarifier comment des expériences photographiques peuvent devenir outil
d’une approche critique à l’environnement bâti. Par la photographie, depuis l’enfance, Charney s’est intéressé aux espaces où vivent et
circulent les gens. Il a photographié villes et campagnes canadiennes à la recherche de l’origine réelle des formes construites, souvent
anonymes. Il s’est aussi intéressé, à travers les photographies de la presse internationale, aux gestes humains (et héroïques) inscrits
dans la matière. Mon analyse de ses travaux et de multiples expériences photographiques d’architectes modernes et contemporains,
puis leur mise en réseau avec l’œuvre de photographes dont Walker Evans, les Becher et Edward Ruscha, confirment l’importance
d’encourager la création et l’expression artistique dans la formation et la pratique en architecture. Mon étude contribue à la
connaissance d’instruments utiles à l'essentielle conscientisation des acteurs de la ville à ce qui nous entoure et contribuant à
l’articulation d’une pensée architecturale critique et sensible au déjà-là.

Architecture, Photography, Nation-Building and the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878
Peter Coffman, Carleton University
The United Province of Canada’s Department of Public Works hired its first official photographer in 1858, barely thirty years after the
medium’s invention. By then, the tradition of using architectural photography to help shape a national narrative was already
established. In 1851, the French Government had launched the Mission Héliographique, which was mandated to record what was
feared to be the fast-disappearing architectural patrimony of France. Canada’s Department of Public Works, however, faced a different
situation and had a different goal. As the department responsible for major national building projects including the Parliament Buildings
in Ottawa, it was charged with creating, rather than preserving, a built patrimony. Photography was an integral part of this process. This
paper will focus on a set of photographs created in the 1870s, probably for the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878. The photographer
was Samuel McLaughlin, who was the official photographer for the Department of Public Works. The set depicts several projects for
which the DPW was responsible, with particular emphasis on the Parliament Buildings, which McLaughlin had been photographing
since they were mid-construction in 1861. Interwoven into the carefully crafted story these photographs tell are notions of nationhood,
history, ethnicity and modernity, as well as a specifically targeted strategy of encouraging emigration.
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Ready-Made Farms Through the Lens of Reconciliation: The Photo Archive of the William Pearson Co.,
or, What I Found on the North Quarter Section
Bernard Flaman, Public Works and Procurement Canada
In the 1980s, my father added the last plot of land to our family farm in Saskatchewan and it came with a compelling abandoned house.
Its level of design intention sent me searching through images of catalogue houses to find the pattern without success. I stumbled
across an image of it in G.E. Mills’ publication Buying Wood & Building Farms that identifies it as a ready-made farm constructed circa
1912 by the William Pearson Co of Winnipeg. The company archive consists only of maps, marketing brochures and several boxes of
hand coloured glass slides by the Viopticon Company of Davenport Iowa. All of this material was used to market property via
“landseeker excursions” originating in Minneapolis to mainly American settlers. The Canadian Pacific Railway established the concept of
the ready-made farm, complete with marketing brochures. and slide presentations, an approach likely copied by Pearson, as early as
1909. Elsa Lam’s 2011 thesis Wilderness Nation gives us a detailed picture of the plan to settle what was understood as a blank and
open landscape with ordered and beautiful farms. However, James Daschuk’s astonishing 2013 book Clearing the Plains tells us that
this landscape was far from blank and that indigenous people and the bison that sustained them had to be removed to make the
settler real estate intentions possible. The presentation will review the images of the William Pearson Co in the light of Clearing the
Plains and reconciliation. The role of the slide photographs in marketing the land, the ready-made architecture and the image of a
“landed” settler will be discussed. The house itself will be examined and analyzed for its design qualities and for what it might tell us
about a contemporary approach to landscapes and architecture.

Imagine the Dump: Photographic Perspective and the Creation of New Narrative Space in Saint John,
New Brunswick
Benjamin Peterson, Concordia University
In the mid twentieth century, programs of reconstruction and renewal tore through the center of Saint John, New Brunswick. The
fallout from these expensive and expansive architectural endeavours is far from resolved. This paper mobilizes photography as a
vehicle of exploration into the transformative power of photographic dialectics— of ‘waste heritage—’ through a case study of
Maclaren’s beach in Saint John. This site collects debris from countless mid-century demolitions. Dumped over an embankment, the
refuse spills out towards the sea. The site appears undisturbed by salvage. The material has been left in place— despite obvious
portability and artful materiality. Using waste—fragments cast off out of belief in brighter futures— the site firstly furnishes stark
reminders of the legacy of mid-century architectural ambition. Yet, simultaneously, the site resists the practice of architecturalhistorical making. On second viewing, the site questions the class politics of heritage and the ethics of taste. This project, specifically,
isolates the salacious invitation of architectural photography and explores the assimilation of architectural fragments into landscape,
instead of institutions. These pieces invite our gaze— they cry out for the commodification of what was meant to be forgotten. Simply
to reverse this cycle— to collect and preserve garbage, is illogical and deeply unethical. This paper aspires towards a critical
conversation of context and image, as facets of a clear and resonant problem of access and capital. Power structures inherent to
architectural institutionalization weigh heavily on narrative possibilities. Counter-archival sites like Maclaren’s beach force a critical
discussion of the role of institutions and architectural-historical conventions in legitimizing collective memory. This paper invites
professionals to consider their agency in these processes.
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Thursday May 30, Halifax Convention Centre
SEAC-SSAC Members may attend any NSAA event except the luncheon at no cost.
8:30am

Welcome Remarks
Spyro Trifos, President, NSAA

8:45-11:00

Plenary: A discussion on a proposed Architecture Policy for Canada
Darryl Condon, Managing Principal, HCMA Architecture +Design
Toon Dresseen, President, Architects DCA;
Therese Leblanc, Licensed Architect, Nycum and Associates

11:00-11:30

Plenary: Workplace Education Initiative
Evan Williams, Workplace Education Coordinator, Nova Scotia Department of
Labour & Advanced Education

11:30-12:00

Joint Reception with SEAC-SSAC

12:00-1:30pm Celebratory Luncheon
A Celebration of our newly-licensed architects and the third annual President's
Awards
1:45-2:45

Concurrent Continuing Education Sessions:
Stream A: The Transformation of Membertou: The Social Outcomes
of Architecture
Graham Marshall, Councillor, Membertou First Nation
Stream B: Case Study: The Evolution of the Delmore Buddy Daye Learning
Institute
Sylvia Parris, CEO, Demore Buddy Daye Learning Institute; Christopher Crawford,
Director of Architecture, Ekistics Plan + Design

2:45- 3:00

Break

3:00-3:30pm Plenary: Nova Scotia: Access by Design 2030
Gerry Post, Executive Director, Accessibility Directorate
3:30- 4:30pm Plenary: The Impact of a National Architecture Policy
An Interview with Nathalie Dion, President, OAQ

“Living Lightly on the Earth:”
Building an Ark for Prince Edward Island 1974‑76

Seeing, Selling, and Situating Radio in Canada 1922 – 1956

Michael Windover and Anne MacLennan

This book examines the visual, material, and spatial presence of radio
as it reshaped Canadian society in the second quarter of the twentieth
century. Marketing and design were crucial to convincing Canadians to
adopt this modern technology, which produced new kinds of spaces and
intersecting networks of communication and commercialism, public and
private places, material and imagined sites. Winner of an IPPY Bronze
Medal (Popular Culture, 2018).

Steven Mannell
Built in 1976 by Solsearch Architects and the New Alchemy Institute as
“an early exploration in weaving together the sun, wind, biology, and
architecture for the benefit of humanity,” the Ark bioshelter integrated
ecological design features to provide a self-reliant life for a family. This
book explores the story of the Ark and its architectural vision of life led in
collaboration with nature.

Canadian Modern
April 2017
$39.95 CAD

Canadian Modern
September 2014
$39.95 CAD

With the approach of Canada’s Centennial in 1967, the Canadian
government initiated dozens of architectural projects across the country,
giving form to the identity of a young country. This publication presents
21 of the Centennial Projects, with archival photographs and original
architectural renderings. Bilingual text in English and French.

Marco Polo and Colin Ripley

Architecture and National Identity:
The Centennial Projects 50 Years On

Canadian Modern
August 2016
$39.95 CAD

This book presents and expands upon the content of the travelling
exhibition, curated by Canadian Architectural Archives chief curator and
archivist Linda Fraser with architectural historian Geoffrey Simmins.
For Erickson, “line tells everything,” and these drawings of some of his
most inventive buildings remind us of the value of hand sketches in the
architectural design process.

Drawings from the Canadian Architectural Archives
Linda Fraser & Michelangelo Sabatino, editors

Arthur Erickson: Layered Landscapes

Canadian Modern
September 2015
$39.95 CAD

This book discusses the impact of the 1958 Toronto City Hall and Square
competition on the design of public institutions and urban public spaces
in Canada, reflects on the value of architectural competitions as modern
architecture developed in the mid-20th century, and presents more than
50 of the designs entered in the competition. Introduction by Christopher
Armstrong.

George Thomas Kapelos

Competing Modernisms: Toronto’s New City Hall and Square

Canadian Modern
February 2018
$39.95 CAD

Montreal’s Geodesic Dreams: Jeffrey Lindsay and the
Fuller Research Foundation Canadian Division
Cammie McAtee, editor
This book illuminates the pioneering explorations of Montreal designer
Jeffrey Lindsay (1924-84) and the Fuller Research Foundation Canadian
Division (1949-56), during an ebullient period of collaborative creativity
and technological optimism that placed Montreal at the forefront of dome
experimentation in the 1950s. Chapters by Carlo Carbone and Réjean
Legault; foreword by Michelangelo Sabatino. Bilingual text in English
and French.
Canadian Modern
November 2017
$39.95 CAD

Dalhousie Architectural Press | Canadian Modern
DAP’s Canadian Modern series, co-edited by Michelangelo
Sabatino and Michael Windover, is a peer-reviewed series
addressing the cultural and architectural history of twentiethcentury Canada. The series promotes scholarship on the
architecture, built environment, and landscape of Canada.
Focused on publications grounded in archival materials, this
collection aims to enhance existing research and stimulate
future investigations while positioning Canadian debates and
practices within a broad international framework.
For more information, or to obtain a copy of our book proposal
form, please contact Susanne Marshall, Publications Manager,
at archpress@dal.ca or 902.494.3925.

Purchase our books at www.amazon.ca

